ctronics
radio, sound, communications and industrial applications
of electron tubes
design, engineering, manufacture
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Industry Code

Cost versus

quality in
loudspeakers

Testing mercury-

vapor tubes

An electron
microscope

Electron tube
emitters

McGRAW HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Price 35 Cents
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Jobs for Electron Tubes

RECTIFICATION
For engineers and scientists interested in the

application of rec-

tifier tubes to industrial and experimental problems, General
Electric offers an extensive line of hot -cathode, mercury-vapor,
and high -vacuum electron tubes.
The varied types, sizes, and characteristics available afford the
user an

opportunity of obtaining

a

"valve"

quirements. Satisfactory performance

is

best suited to his re-

assured by G -E tubes

because of their high efficiency, good regulation, and long life.

Write for details on these G -E rectifier tubes. Also, if you desire
information regarding other G -E tubes for amplification, lightsensitive response, control, measurement, etc., our specialists will

gladly

assist you. Address the nearest G -E office, or General

Electric, Dept. 6A-201, Schenectady, N. Y.
STANDARD G -E

RECTIFIER TUBES

-

High -voltage, high -vacuum type
KC -1, KC -3, KC -4, FP -78, FP -84, FP -92, KP -2
High -voltage, mercury-vapor type- FG -64, PJ-28, FG -19, PJ-26, FG -15, FG -42
Low -voltage, mercury-vapor, glass type
FG -26, FG -28, FG -32
Low -voltage, full -wave, mercury-vapor type-FG-119
Large, mercury-vapor, metal type- FG -52

-

301-139

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

ELhl'TPON1l'S. -.I)tember I9.
Vol. 6. No. 9. Published monthly, price
a copy. Subscription rates-United States, Mexico and Central and
South Ano ro'et ountries, .ra.on a year. Canada, including duty. $3.50 35c.
a year.
other countries. $4.00 a year or 20 shillings. Entered as
second class mat tgq. April 4, 1930, at Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the All
of March 3rd, 1879. Printed in U. S. A. Cable address
"M(Grawhill. N.aa York." Member of A.B.P. Member of A.B.C. Copyright 1933 Act
by McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.. Inc., 330 West 42d Street,
New York. N. Y.
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FOR EVERY PURPOSE
THERE is a Magnavox Capacitor to
meet every requirement . . .Dry
Electrolytic Capacitors for compactness and low cost
. Wet Electrolytic Capacitors for heavy duty and
long life.

Magnavox quality carries no premium.
In fact, Magnavox engineers are often
able to help effect definite filtering
economies in circuits, with improved
performance.

Magnavox Capacitors are built with
precision, at prices made possible by scientific manufacture and automatic
machinery. Quantity production facilities assure prompt deliveries and dependable service.

Whatever your problem in acoustics,
we can help you find the correct solution, for Magnavox has pioneered, not
only in the development of speakers,
but in the Electrolytic field as well.
That's why Magnavox is known as ..

SPEAKER

AND CAPACITOR HEADQUARTERS

TbeA1a9iavox Company
FORT WAYNE,

ELECTRONICS

-
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SUMMERILL ADDS MORE
EMPLOYEES TO PAY ROLL
SMALL TUBE DEPARTMENT NOW RUNNING 24 HOURS

Radio Industry Takes Increased
Output of Pure Nickel Tubing
INCREASING demands of the

radio industry for nickel tubing have made it necessary for the
U.S.
Summerill Tubing Company to increase further the output of the
WE
OUR
small tube department at their
Bridgeport plant.
Beginning with Monday, August 21st, this department operated 24 -hours per day, with three
8 -hour shifts.
This activity is due to the fact that precision
tubing of pure nickel is ideally suited for use in
electronic tubes and other radio purposes, and
also because of the low present cost of this
material.
The Summerill Company during 1930, 31 and
32, revamped and modernized its equipment and
manufacturing processes so that radio tubing
today is sold at one sixth the price which preDO

PART

vailed in 1929.
The Summerill Tubing Company located in
Bridgeport 23 years ago. It was founded in
Philadelphia in 1899. The first plant was a
single room, 20' x 30', and the first product was
precision steel tubing. In a short time only, however, other metals, brass, copper, aluminum,
nickel silver, etc., were being manufactured.
Practically all of the materials manufactured by
the company were taken by concerns that even,
at that time, wanted to escape the necessity of
.

machining the tubes which were used in their
processes, and the business from the beginning

was a success.

In 1910 the company moved to its present location and spread out into larger sizes and heavier
wall tubing.

In 1914 the company succeeded in obtaining practically the entire hypodermic needle tubing market in this country, and ever since it has dominated

that field.

Because of their experience in producing very
small tubes, the radio industry turned to the company when pure nickel was found to be the most
suitable metal in connection with the production
of radio tubes. The company was prepared to
produce large quantities, and in 1928 set about
taking care of this additional demand upon its
facilities. This business grew to such an extent
that in 1929, even though its other lines were
being produced by the company at a higher rate
than ever before, the radio tube manufacturers
took the largest percentage of the company's

total output for that year.
Now, as in 1929, the
radio industry takes a
larger percentage of the
company's output than
any other line of business
the company serves.

SLIMMERILL TUBING CO.
(RADIO TUBE DIVISION)

Bridgeport (Phila. Dist.) Pa.
September, 1933
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AGAIN OBSOLESCENCE TAKES

IT

ON

THE

CHIN!

744/tvtLnGrs44
A

acv Weston
TUBE

CHECKER
is there any need for worrying about tube
checker obsolescence. Again Weston has supplied the
solution; providing a design with 18 sockets, 11 of which
are wired to test all of the present tubes, some 90 in number. The remaining 7 sockets are spares, and can be quickly
wired in to test some fifty -odd additional tubes, when and
if these tubes appear on the market.
Weston Model 674 Tube Checker is an "English Reading"
tester-and is outstanding in its simplicity of operation.
All reference to or knowledge of tube characteristics is
avoided. The operator simply follows the few concise steps
indicated on the tube limit chart and correct indication is
obtained in minimum time.
Moreover, by means of the cathode leakage button the
testing of all cathode type tubes for leakage between cathode
;Ind heater is readily accomplished-and in the same socket
used for regular tests on the tube. Independent checking of
Hie second plate in all double plate tubes also is accomplished simply by throwing a toggle switch.
And there are many more outstanding features-a few of
them listed on the right. They will explain why Weston
Model 674 is the outstanding value in tube checkers today.
The coupon will bring descriptive circular RA. Weston
F Iectricïll
Instrument Corporation, 618 Frelinghuysen
avenue, Newark, New Jersey.
NO LONGER

UUTSTANDING FEATURES:
1.

Attractive appearance-harmoniously finished in three
tones of brown.

2.

"English Reading. Excellent
readability.

.

3. Simplicity

of

operation-no

calculations necessary.
4.

Lowest obsolescence factor.

5.

Tests second plates, all tubes

-diodes, duplex and recti
fier.
6.

Tests cathode leakage b sirn
ply pushing a button.

7.

Individual standard replaceable sockets.

8.

Line voltage adjustment.

9.

No adapters required.

E S T1N

adio J,zsIramenIc

.4lao. the new Weston
Model 673 Tube Check.
er. Combines attraclire appearance, good
testing ability, and lote
price
Send coupon

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation
618 Frelinghuysen Atenue, Newark, N. J.
Please send circular

R.4 containing full information on Model 674 Tub,
Checker and other radio instruments.

Name

_..._.._

Address......_..

for descriptive bulletin.

EI . El'"l'!Zl) N I CS
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No.

2322-Wave

Switch, two pole

double throw.

The YAXLEY Line
of Circuit Selector Switches Represents an Outstanding

ACHIE`'EMLNT

-completeness.
achievement in
an

quality, flexibility, adaptability, and

Yaxley offers switches that meet the most rigid requirements
of extensive life tests, low capacity, and low contact resistance, with a substantial factor of safety.
Yaxley switches simplify complex switching problems it radio
receivers, instruments, meter circuits, testing devices and
other radio and electrical applications.

No. 2141-Range
Switch, four circuit,
single throw.

Many types of switches are included in the complete Yaxley
line. Switches in the single section types are provided with
as
many as six pole single throw operations. Combinations,
incorporating groups of sections (each section providing several circuits assembled in a minimum space) are also available.
Send us your circuits or a sketch of your switch showing
circuits, contact points and spacing between sections and
we'll gladly mail a sample of the Yaxley switch that will best
meet your requirements.

-

Four Section Type-

Two circuits, each section

Standard Spacing.

y

E

y

-

- -

Six Section Type

Special Spacing multiple circuits with shield.

YAXLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
INCORPORATED

Division ofP.R. Mallory & Company, Inc.

INDIANAPOLIS

k ALLOR

INDIANA

-1

Séptember, 1933
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O. H. CALDWELL

electronics

Editor
KEITH HENNEY
Associate Editor

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

R

New York, September, 1933
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U.S.

WE DO OUR PART

The New Leisure
radio

and the electronic arts

sound
pictures

telephony
broadcasting

telegraphy
counting
grading
carrier
systems
beam
transmission

photo
cells

facsimile
electric
recording
amplifiers

rr HE

New Deal has restricted the hours of labor and
thereby has introduced a tremendous amount of New
Leisure. A current estimate places this sudden new recreation time at thirteen million hours per week.
Sooner or later this "Niagara of leisure" will have to be
absorbed in part by amusements, sports and other recreations. A large part will be devoted to such electronic entertainment as radio, sound -pictures, home talkies, phonograph
reproduction, synthetic musical instruments, and eventually,
television.

phonographs
measurements
receivers

therapeutics
traffic
control
musical
instruments

machine

control
television
metering
analysis

aviation
metallurgy
beacons
compasses

automatic
processing
crime

detection
geophysics

Thus, suddenly our products are called upon to help
shoulder the burden of the New Leisure. New markets are
opened up for our entertainment carriers, multiplying their
importance far beyond their former relationship in a world
that worked long hours with little time for recreation. Now
all forms of electrical entertainment find themselves in a new
and rising market.

WHATEVER the restrictions placed on production
and expansion in other industrial fields, under the new

order of things, it is clear that a new boon and a new boom
have been handed to the electronic industries of radio, sound
pictures, and associated fields. The far-reaching influences
of these will be more apparent as the months of NRA roll on.

Make no mistake about it. The New Leisure is a new
deal for the electrical entertainment industries-an expanding opportunity for the electronic arts.

www.americanradiohistory.com

RADIO CAMPAIGN ON
September sales drive to culminate in

Radio Progress Week, Oct.

2

to

7

JUST fifty years

ago, in 1883, Thomas A. Edison to draft
and operate under its own special Radio Code,
discovered the flow of electrons across the
vacuum and a committee headed by W. Roy McCanne
of the
of his early incandescent lamp, laying the
for the whole electronic industry, radio, and foundation Stromberg-Carlson company, worked long hours and
other appli- many days in New York and Washington
cations of therinionic amplification.
to shape up
a code that would meet the agreement of the many
And this month, appropriately enough, the radio
interin- ests in radio, as well as have the approval of
dustry starts its sales campaign, leading
the
NRA
to Radio administrator at Washington. This special
Progress Week, which will be celebrated
radio code,
Oct. 2 to 7. as submitted, was outlined in the last issue
Radio Progress Week thus marks fifty
of Electronics.
years of the
On August 24, however, Deputy Administrator Allen
electronic arts, beginning with the first
faint phenomena informed the RMA committee that
the special Radio
detected by Edison, which thereafter lay
unused for Code would be unacceptable to the
almost a generation, but now expanded into
NRA, pointing out
that span the earth and entertain its peoples services that he considered especially objectionable (1) the proof every visions for setting up "average costs"
land.
of manufacture
as the cost figure to be adopted by all manufacturers,
and (2) the uniform sales agreements between
Radio Prosperity Campaign
manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer, which were a part
of the
The Radio Prosperity Campaign is being
conducted code. Administrator Allen advised that the radio manuunder the auspices of the Radio Manufacturers
Asso- facturers withdraw their code and apply to come in
ciation which has organized a special
staff to issue under the Electrical Manufacturers Code, submitted by
campaign posters, placards, booklets
and circulars to the National Electrical Manufacturers Association
promote radio receiving set sales
during September. (NEMA), which had already been approved by
the
Campaign headquarters are at 330 W.
42nd St., New President on August 5, and which went into effect
York City.
August 16. The radio men were told
that, while they
Local committees have been set up
in the retail and were free to submit a revised radio code, there was
wholesale radio trade in a hundred
grave
danger that
or
the development of local radio campaignsmore cities, and that there at a hearing objection would be raised and
was little likelihood that any future code
is being pushed
by these local groups. A number
could
of radio shows are be gotten through with wage provisions as favorable
being held during the month, and newspapers
to
are giving the employers as those embodied in the NEMA code.
the subject of radio special attention,
Thereupon
issuing radio supplements in connectionsome papers even code, and the RMA code committee withdrew its own.
the
and local observations. Service men's with local shows ing approved RMA board of directors at a special meetthe application of the radio manufacturers
organizations are
also making special drives to put
all listeners' sets into to be included under the NEMA Electrical
Code.
best operating condition.
The September Campaign is designed
NEMA will administer code
to get the homes
of the United States equipped
with improved radio
The NEMA code fixes
reception in order to hear the
special features which week's work in processing 36 hours as the maximum
will be on the air during Radio Progress
departments, and prohibits
Week, October employment of any one under
2 to 7. For this week, both
16 years of age. For all
the great national chains other employees, except
and the independent broadcasting
executives
and traveling and
stations are co-operat- commission sales people,
ing with special programs; designed
a 40 -hour week is prescribed.
to
tion of listeners, and to demonstrate attract the atten- Minimum wages are fixed at 40 cents per hour, except
the great advances in cases where the 1929 rate
that have been made in radio transmission
was less, but in no case
and reception shall the rate be under 32 cents
as a means of delivering improved
per
hour. Learners must
realism, tone quality be paid at least 80 per
and musical values.
cent of the minimum, and the
number of learners must not exceed
Thus during September and October
a
well
-planned
minimum wage outside of processing 5 per cent. The
drive is underway to create more radio
employees must
sales and more not be under $15 a week.
radio volume, which should be felt
throughout the whole
Administration of the code upon
industry, all the way back to the
all radio manuset and parts manu- facturers will be in
facturers and engineers.
the hands of an organization
set
up by the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association,
and the cost of such administration
NRA puts radio under NEMA code
will be prorated among the radio manufacturers
whether members
Meanwhile the radio industry has been
code worries under the National Recovery having its
Administration. At the time the last issue of Electronics
The portrait of Mr.
it was the' plan of the Radio Manufacturers appeared, problem photograph Edison on the front cover has been declared
pt keener
Association of the Ford
at Dearborf n,egreat
ichtby the photographers
Motor
Company.
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RMA ACCEPTS NEMA CODE
NRA administrator turns down radio code.
Radio manufacturers put under electrical body
or non-members. It also seems likely that a Radio
Section of NEMA will be formed, similar to the many
other sections already set up among groups of manufacturers of various electrical specialties and supplies. If
such a Radio Section is formed, its members will have
the opportunity to draft a Radio Supplemental Code
to the NEMA code, into which can be introduced special
considerations bearing on fair practice and trade relations in the radio industry. The objections made by
the NRA administrator to the RMA code will, however,
apply to such future supplementary radio code.
An RMA committee to work out methods for the
administration of the new Electrical Code under NEMA,
has been holding conferences with the NEMA organization at the latter's headquarters, Commerce Building,
155 East 44th St., New York City. This committee
comprises Arthur T. Murray, United American Bosch
Company, James M. Skinner, Philco Radio & Television
Company, and David T. Schultz, Raytheon Production
Company.
Af ter a plan of administration has been developed,
it is expected that a meeting of the RMA board of
directors and members will be called, to ratify the plan
determined upon. Already a number of radio manufacturers who are also electric -refrigerator makers, are
members of the NEMA, and it is expected that the
others will also join. The future of the RMA organization itself was in some doubt as this issue goes to press.
One group of members insisted on the importance of
radio maintaining its separate identity ; another group
objected to paying dues to two associations, and recommended the dissolution of the RMA and the division of
its assets among the members.
Following are some of the significant provisions of
the NEMA Code:
"V. With a view to keeping the President of the
United States and the administrator informed as to the
observance or non-observance of this code and as to
whether the electrical manufacturing industry is taking
appropriate steps to effectuate in all respects the declared
policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act, each
employer shall, no less than once in each year, prepare
and file with the board of governors or the executive
committee of National Electrical Manufacturers Association an earnings statement and balance sheet in a form
approved by said boards of governors or said executive
committee or in a form acceptable to any recognized
stock exchange. Each employer shall likewise prepare
and file with such person or organization as the board of
governors or the executive committee of National Electrical Manufacturers Association may designate and at
such times and in such manner as may be prescribed,
statistics of plant capacity, volume of production, volume
of sales in units and dollars, orders received, unfilled
orders, stocks on hand, inventory, both raw and finished,
number of employees, wage rates, employee earnings,

hours of work, and such other data or information as
the board of governors or the executive committee of
National Electrical Manufacturers Association may from
time to time require."

No

sales below cost

"IX. No employer shall sell or exchange any product
of his manufacture at a price or upon such terms or

conditions that will result in the customer paying for the
goods received less than the cost to the seller, determined in accordance with the uniform and standard
method of costing hereinabove prescribed, provided,
however, that dropped lines, seconds, or inventories
which must be converted into cash to meet emergency
needs may be disposed of in such manner and on such
terms and conditions as the supervisory agency may
approve and as are necessary to move such product into
buyers' hands, and provided further that selling below
cost in order to meet existing competition on products of
equivalent design, character, quality or specification shall
not be deemed a violation of this article if provision
theref or is made in supplemental codes for any branch
or subdivision of the industry, which may be hereafter
prepared and duly approved by the administration."

The basic thermionic discovery, as described by Mr. Edison in his patent application of Nov. 15, 1883.
"I HAVE discovered that if a conducting
substance is interposed anywhere in the
vacuous space within the globe of an incandescent electric lamp, and said conducting substance is connected outside of
the lamp with one terminal, preferably
the positive one, of the incandescent conductor, a portion of the current will, when
the lamp is in operation, pass through the
shunt -circuit thus formed, which shunt
includes a portion of the vacuous space
within the lamp. This current I have
found to be proportional to the degree of
incandescence of the conductor or candlepower of the lamp."
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treated jointly and only a few of the most important
considerations discussed.
In considering loudness efficiency and fidelity, it is
convenient to divide the response of the speaker into
three ranges. These are :
(1) The resonant range from the lower cutoff to
from 100 to 300 cycles depending upon the natural period
of the system. (2) The piston range extending from
(1) up to 600 to 1,000 cycles in the speakers here considered and (3) the high end or top extending from
the first center moving mode to the upper cutoff fre-

Loudspeaker
cost vs. quality
By

HUGH

KNOWLES

S.

Chief Engineer,
Jensen Radio Mfg. Company

SURVEY of the speakers now manufactured
shows that emphasis has been placed on small

size as well as on low price. A practical discussion of the influence of cost on performance, therefore, becomes a consideration of the influence of size
on performance. For the sake of brevity and concreteness, the average performance of a number of 5 -inch
(32- in. piston) and 12 -inch (92 in. piston) speakers will
be compared.

The principal criteria of loudspeaker performance are
loudness efficiency', type of response and power handling
capacity. The term "type of response" rather than
"fidelity" is used because it appears that fidelity or exact

quency.
Calculations of speaker efficiency are most commonly
made in the piston range because the assumptions which
are made regarding radiation resistance, mechanical impedance, etc. hold closely and the performance can be
accurately predicted. Unfortunately, the calculated efficiencies of two speakers in the piston range do not
give an accurate index of their relative loudness efficiency.
It gives values which are too low particularly in the
loo
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Fig. 1-Variation of output near resonance of
good 12 -inch speaker. Curve a represents fully
excited field; curve d critical value of B for
maximum output at resonance

reproduction of the original is seldom wanted. The
emphasis is usually on bass response even though
"synthetic" and on other characteristics which make the
combined speaker and set sound like a radio
and have
consumer acceptance.
Special emphasis is placed on loudness efficiency
in
inexpensive speakers because they are usually
used
with
sets having limited electrical output.
Of
importance is bass response or an illusion almost equal
of it. Here
the small speaker is asked not only to overcome
handicap as a sound radiator at low frequencies its own
but to
(10 it in a cabinet which affords
very little effective baffle.
Loudness efficiency in small speakers is
closely allied
with fidelity. Many design considerations
are common
to both and to simplify the discussion,
these will be
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2-Peak cone excursion as function of cone radius and frequency for
1
watt of sound output. The 5 -inch
speaker is curve R 4.76; the twelve
inch is curve R 12.4
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case of inefficient speakers. This is due to the fact that
the sound pressure in the piston range, measured on the
speaker axis, is less than it is at the low and high ends.
That is, inefficient speakers usually have a swayback
characteristic as shown, for example, in Curve B, Fig.
7, where the dotted curve shows the low end measured in
a large baffle.
Hereafter we will use the terms "small, inexpensive

and inefficient" interchangeably with the understanding
that the terms apply to the present type of 5 -inch speakers and to a lesser degree to slightly larger speakers. It
is obvious, of course, that small speakers could be made
much more efficient although at greater expense.
In an inefficient speaker the loudness efficiency is
primarily controlled by the response in the resonant and
high ends. In other words, the ear does not give much
weight to the frequencies which lie in the limited piston
range.
The factor BL (where B is the instantaneous average
flux density the coil embraces in gauss and L is the
length of conductor in centimeters if the c.g.s. system
is used. L is, of course, a constant in any particular
design) is the coupling factor between the electrical and
mechanical circuits in a dynamic speaker. This factor
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has an optimum value just as it has in the analogous
electrical case.
Figure 1 shows a family of curves of an efficient
12 -inch speaker covering the resonant range for different
values of B. The output at resonance actually increases
as the flux density is decreased until the maximum is
reached with a density of 4,250 gauss corresponding
to curve d. This occurs after the efficiency in the piston
range is dropped about 9 db. From this we can see
that the optimum output at resonance is secured in rela-
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tively inefficient speakers. This accounts for the large
rise in output at resonance in small speakers.
As the excitation is dropped, the high end is dropped
fairly uniformly along with the piston range so that
the speaker operating under conditions corresponding to
curve d Fig. 1 has relatively more bass response than
curve a. In curve d due to the small amount of damping,
there is a large transient term so that there is considerably more response at and near resonance even though
resemblance to the original wave form is entirely lost.
This is especially true when the high amplitude low
frequency signal is of short duration as is nearly always
the case.
If the input to the speaker of curve a were attenuated
9 db below the input to that of curve d so that they had
substantially the same output in the piston range and
at the top, we would expect curve d to be louder because
of the exaggerated bass response.
Curve a is for an ideal speaker in which the steady
state and transient response do not vary with efficiency.
In this case, if the efficiency in the. piston range were
lowered by say 6 db and the power input raised 6 db,
the speaker would sound just as loud as it did originally.
Curve b shows what occurs when the field excitation and
piston efficiency are lowered. When the piston efficiency
corresponds to curve d (down 12 db) for example, the
input has to be raised 9.3 db to make it sound as loud
as curve a. That is, the loudness efficiency has dropped
only 9.3 db. These were run by listening 60 deg. off
the speaker axis in a room with average absorption so
the difference in highs dici not mask the difference at
the low end.
In getting the maximum loudness efficiency out of
small speakers, designers have found empirically that
the greatest loudness efficiency is obtained with thin top

plates and voice coils only slightly longer than this thickness. We realize intuitively that the average flux density embraced by the voice coil cannot be constant when
the cone moves appreciably in such speakers. This is
verified by Fig. 3. These curves give the static relationship between voice coil current and cone displacement.
These curves are composite curves which show the
combination of the effect of the decrease in flux density,
and hence force on the coil for constant voice coil current as the voice coil moves out, and the force displacement curve of the mechanical system. This shows that
for the thin top plates commonly used considerable steady
state distortion is to be expected if the excursion is
large. The solid curve is for a 12 -inch speaker with
in. top plate and the dotted curve for a 5 -inch speaker
with 1A in. top plate. The current is given in arbitrary
units so that the slope at the origin could be made the
same to simplify comparison.
An idea of the contribution of this factor to the
steady state distortion may be gained by determining the
peak displacement required at low frequencies. The
power radiated from a speaker in an infinite baffle is2
W

-

477)3.1

f X2o

107c

where W is the sound output in watts, p is the density of
air, R is the cone radius in cm., f is the frequency in
cycles per second, c is the propagation velocity and Xo
is the peak excursion. Solving for Xo we obtain
Xo

4.78 X 10'

From this we see that the excursion for constant output
varies inversely with the square of the radius and, therefore, increases rapidly as the size of the diaphragm decreases. For the same sound output, the excursion of the
5 -inch speaker cone (R = 4.76 cm.) is 6.8 times that of
the 12 -inch speaker cone (R = 12.4 cm.). Therefore considerable steady state distortion can be expected at low
frequencies in a small speaker with narrow top plate and
voice coil.

In practice, no attempt is made to reproduce very low
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6-Loudness efficiency as a function of field excitation and voice coil
mass
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frequencies with a small cone because of the large excursion requirements and because the speaker is used in
a small cabinet where the radiation would be very small.
The natural period is, therefore, usually put near the frequency for which the loss in pressure due to the small
baffle is just about offset by the increase in pressure due
to resonance. This tends to hold up the overall curve
and still permits appreciable power to be radiated at resonance so that the transient distortion increases the apparent bass response.
Near critical values of BL the efficiency of a speaker
may be high enough so that 1 watt or more is radiated at
maximum input. The excursion is proportional to the
square root of the power output so that for watt out*
put these excursion values are halved.
The combination of all steady state distortion factors
is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. These curves were both run
in 3 foot baffles with large input transformers which
gave little frequency discrimination and wave form distortion. The large baffle gives lower values of distortion for the small speaker because the fundamental is
radiated better than it would be in a small cabinet. On
the other hand, distortion curves show that when the
small speaker is run with the usual "toy" input transformer, in spite of the transformer distortion, the total
distortion below 100 cycles falls rapidly because there
is practically no transmission and the cone excursion
decreases.

Loudness efficiency criteria
Input was supplied from a distortionless triode amplifier at exactly the same level obtained at different
frequencies when running the speaker out of a 43 type
tube just below maximum output. The 12 -inch speaker
was then adjusted to give the same sound pressure and
the distortion measured.
The effect of increasing the high frequency output of
a speaker is to increase its loudness efficiency. The
high
frequency output is, in combination with other factors,
increased by reducing the mass of the voice
coil. In
general, less efficient speaker designs require
smaller
voice coil conductor masses for optimum output.
In inefficient speakers, the high frequency end
can, therefore,
he made better in proportion to the response
in the piston
range. If, therefore, the speaker efficiency
is lowered
by a change in design including a reduction in
voice coil
mass, the output may be relatively greater
at the high

end. In Fig. 6 curve C the efficiency of the speaker in
the piston range has been lowered by altering the design
in this manner. Here we note that due to the increased
high frequency output the loudness efficiency drops less
rapidly than it did in curve B. In fact, if the piston efficiency is lowered by 12 db, the loudness efficiency drops
only 7.6 db. These figures are not, of course, exactly
applicable to all designs. The exact difference will depend on the type of input (whether music or speech)
and the frequency and power distribution of the input.
The amount of decrease in loudness efficiency is also
complicated by such factors as the location of the natural period. For example, in a 5 -inch speaker where
the natural period is usually placed between 180 and
250 cycles, the loudness efficiency on speech will be much
better than if this were dropped to say 80 cycles even
though the baffle were large enough to permit radiation
at this lower frequency.
The effect of the steady state distortion is to increase
the apparent bass and loudness efficiency because the
fundamentals of the lower frequencies are radiated poorly
and the ear is more sensitive to the upper harmonics particularly at low levels.
In the case of sine wave excitation, the transient may
be very large. In the case of the 5 -inch speaker with a
high natural period the amplitude of the transient due to
a suddenly applied low frequency signal may be several
o
10

A=12"
-a

20

.Ç

iv

/ B=5"

1

-30

-J

40

-50

14 ---5"in large baffle

1
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I

200

400

1,000

f in c.p.s

2,009

4;000

10,000

Fig. 7-Response of 5- and 12 -inch speakers.
Full curve B is small speaker in small baffle

times the amplitude under steady state conditions at this
frequency. This transient further creates the illusion
of bass response from small speakers.
Representative steady state frequency curves of 5 -inch
and 12-inch speakers are shown in Fig. 7. Advantage is
taken of the small voice coil mass (in 5 -inch speakers)
to get considerable rise in the middle high range
from
1,500 to 3,000 cycles. This gives fairly good
articulation
and some semblance of highs. The higher frequencies
above 3,000 cycles are deliberately sacrificed partly
to
increase the peak at 3,000 cycles but principally
because
set distortion is less objectionable when this
upper end
is suppressed.

Power handling capacity
This leads us to the third important criterion
of loudspeaker performance, namely, power handling
capacity.
This is improved by avoiding any sharp peaks
in the
high end which are accompanied by objectionable
transient distortion and by lowering the high frequency
cut
off. When a set designer asks for a speaker which
will
"take it," that is, show minimum distress with the gain
control wide open, he invites a speaker of this type.
Many tests have shown that lowering the high frequency
[Please turn to page 256]
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High emitting cracks of thick oxide
coated cathode in gas discharge magnified 100 times

Molybdenum wire grating taken on a
gilded glass screen. Velocity of electrons, 70,000 volts, spacing 0.3 mm.

locity of electrons is homogeneous enough these errors
can be neglected. The spherical aberration was below
the limit of observation in the apparatus constructed.
It was not difficult to construct a practical electronic
microscope (see page 258 this issue) for the 10 to 80
kv. range. It is a gaseous discharge tube. The figures
show the precision of the image to be comparable to
that of an ordinary microscope of the same enlargement.

The electronic
microscope
By M.

Bright spot in cathode obscured by
space charge in front

Studies of cathode surfaces

KNOLL

The method was also thought useful to study the
emission and the change of surf ace of oxide -coated
cathodes undér variable conditions and to observe the
burn -out of oxide -coated cathodes, or the electron space charge in front of a hot cathode. A microscope of
smaller dimensions was then constructed especially for
research at lower voltages (200 to 2,000 volts) After
initial difficulties, caused by the inhomogeneity of the
electric field of the emitting surface, perfectly sharp
and undisturbed images (up to 100 times enlarged) could
.

S

LONG ago as 1927 theoretical studies indicated

that the deflecting coil in a cathode ray tube must
be the equivalent of a lens acting on light rays, and
accordingly the diameter of the electron focus, i.e., the be obtained.
The enlargement so far attained is about 1 :400. In
smallest ray -diameter adjustable on the luminous screen
is due to the sensitivity of
(dc) depends only upon the diameter of the electron the present arrangement this
movement of the mercury in the
source (dk). Therefore the distance of an object a the apparatus to the
investigations enlargeand the distance of the picture b from the coil must fol- vacuum -pump. For technological
ments on smaller scale are sufficient ; for physical investilow the well known optical law d8 = dk b/a.
progress to increase the
Starting with this assumption the thought immedi- gations we hope to make further furthermore
to enlarge
ately presents itself that by decreasing the object dis- intensity of electron rays and
by means
screen
fluorescent
on
the
image
tance enlarged images of a small object might be pro- the electronic
dissolving
of
limit
The
microscope.
ordinary
jected on a luminous screen provided the object emits of an
on the
theoretically
microscope
depends
any
electrons or is illuminated with electrons. This would power of
dissolvthe
therefore
;
radiation
of
the
used
wave-length
constitute an electronic microscope.
depends on the
The above law was proved within a precision of 5 per ing power of the electronic microscope
which is for
electrons
the
wavelength
of
cent over wide ranges of a and b. The quality of images De Broglie
smaller than
times
10,000
2,000
volts
about
on a fluorescent screen focussed by magnetic coils was electrons of
microscopic
theoretically,
equal to that of good glass lenses. Furthermore elec- that of light waves. Thus,
diameter
the
approach
which
tronic images could be produced by electric fields sym- structures can be dissolved
than in
aperture
smaller
metrical to the ray axis and with systems composed of of molecules even using a much
dishigh
extremely
this
magnetic condensing and electric dispersing lenses, etc. ordinary microscope. How far
be
decannot
For example if two magnetic lenses with an interme- solving power can be obtained practically
development
,further
the
diate image plane are used, the direction of rays is identi- cided at present. In any case its methods will be of
and
microscope
electronic
of
the
It
microscope.
projecting
cal to that of the ordinary
of vacuum .tubes and
was found that chromatic aberration could produce con- great importance for the technique
discharge.
siderable distortion in the images; if, however, the ve - for the physics of the gaseous
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Electron emitting
alloys of nickel
and barium
By D. W.

O.

RANDOLPH,

DUFFENDACK and

S.

R.

A. WOLFE

A C Spark Plug Company and

University of Michigan

THE development of stable alloys

of nickel and
barium that have electron emitting properties is of
interest because of their adaptability to use in
vacuum tubes. The experimental work with these alloys
for the severe service encountered in spark plug electrodes has been described'. The purpose of the present
article is to give in more detail the characteristics of interest in vacuum tube work.
A curve showing the relation between the barium content of the alloy and the thermionic emission as measured
under conditions standardized for the experiments is
given in Fig. 1. The thermionic emission was used as an
index of the work function of the extraction of electrons
from the wire, and, as is shown by the curve, a very small
percentage of barium greatly increases the thermionic
emission. Experiments were made to determine to what
extent the percentage of barium could be increased and
what were the properties of the resulting alloys. The
first developments resulted in the production of alloys
containing small amounts of barium, from 0.02 per cent
to 0.20 per cent. These are now produced on a commercial scale. Later work has resulted in alloys containing

12,800

up to 10 per cent barium. The purpose of the present
paper is to describe the properties of these alloys in the
lower percentage range and modifications of the alloys
that are of interest because of their adaptability to use in
vacuum tubes, glow tubes, and the like.
The first series of alloys had a composition of approximately 98 per cent nickel, 0.5 to 2.0 per cent manganese,
and .08 per cent to .25 per cent barium together with
traces of carbon, iron, and silicon as impurities. The
alloys are produced in a 35 kva. Northrup high frequency
furnace in carbon -free crucibles. Close temperature control is maintained by a Leeds and Northrup optical
pyrometer 'occasionally checked by a standardized platinum -platinum rhodium thermo-couple. The molten metal
is thoroughly degassed before the addition of the barium
and poured into heated steel molds provided with ref ractory "hot tops" to assist in the pouring and to provide an
escape for gases driven from the ingot as the metal
cools. The cast metal is clean and bright and sections cut
from the ingot are not attacked by water, showing the
absence of free barium. Whether these mixtures are
true alloys or not is not yet known for the higher percentage range, but in the lower range, apparently true
alloys are formed. The distribution of barium throughout the metal is very uniform and no measurable variation in the composition of samples cut at random from
large coils of wire is found, nor is there any segregation
detectable under the microscope. The alloys are resistant
to corrosion at elevated temperatures both from
atmospheric gases and sulphur dioxide. The barium used
is produced by the process described by Guntz2, and is
carefully handled to avoid the formation of oxides and
nitrides.
The samples with which these tests were made were
hot rolled to one-fourth inch round rods at a rolling temperature of approximately 1900° F and wire was cold
drawn from these rods to the finished sizes. The majority of laboratory tests were made on wire 0.072 inch
in diameter, although samples of fine wire and of ribbon
were also made for vacuum tube tests. The finished wire
was analyzed chemically for important elements, and the
barium content was checked by the spectroscopic methods
developed by Duffendack and Wolf e3 These spectroscopic determinations were especially useful in checking
the finished alloys to make sure that no undue segregation
of any of the elements had taken place.
Numerous specimens of the alloys have been tested for
thermionic emission. The current recorded is the emission current from approximately one square centimeter
of surface at a temperature of 1050° C. The alloys were
found to give steady electron currents over long periods
of time, provided a temperature of 1000° C. was not
exceeded. If the filaments were operated at higher tem-
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ment to the alloy is not great enough to permit of their
use for uncoated filaments in electron tubes. As a base
TABLE I
metal for oxide coated emitters, however, these alloys
Emission
Alhave certain definite advantages. A series of experiImpuri- in
boy
Remarks
C
ties
amperes
Cr
Ba
ments on the use of these alloys containing 0.15 per cent
No. Ni Mn
decreases
rapidly
Emission
29.
at
2.0
.164
.062
96
2.03
518
barium as a base for oxide coated filaments in commer1050°C with time
cial vacuum tubes was reported by Beese4 who con2.0 Co 2. at Very heavy evaporation
2
469 96
cluded that the small continuous supply of barium from
1150°C
the core metal produced a more active source of electrons
Heavy evaporation-Com..
1. 52 Fe I. 3 at
2
190
263 95.
420
than is the case where the coating alone furnished the
1150°C pare emission with No.
180. 0 at Very little evaporation
.144 1.99
420 94.0 2
barium. With thick oxide coatings, the barium alloy
1050°C
filaments attained an emission about 70 per cent larger
.09 4.0
.. 1.0 Si 82.0 at Quite heavy evaporation
576 93.0 2
than did those with pure nickel cores. With light coat1150°C
ings of oxides, the activity of the barium alloy filaments
was comparable with that of pure nickel bearing a heavy
coating and the life of the alloy filaments was normal.
A still more stable alloy than the nickel -barium surface
active
the
peratures, the alloy evaporated and
alloy was desired for use for spark plug elecmanganese
by
restored
was destroyed. The original emission could be
was found that the addition of chromium in
It
trodes.
again
temperature
maintaining the filament at a lower
produced marked beneficial results,
percentages
certain
from
the
for a time as the barium diffused to the surface
characteristics of such alloys
emitting
the
electron
and
interior of the wire.
of chromium produced
addition
The
investigated.
was
The first measurements on the thermionic emission
emission from the
thermionic
the
on
effect
appreciable
from barium -nickel-manganese alloys failed to show a an
upon
the percentage
dependent
being
amount
the
regular variation of the electron current with the barium alloy,
2
shows
the emission
Figure
alloy.
in
the
content. Detailed spectroscopic and chemical analyses of chromium
revealed the presence of small amounts of impurities that
had relatively large influences on the thermionic emisTABLE II
sion. Among the impurities invariably found to be presNi -Mn -Cr -Ba
Nickel
Ni -Mn -Ba
ent, though in varying amounts, are carbon, iron, and
.08-.15
.08-.15%
o
content
silicon. Titanium and additional amounts of the others Barium
Electron emission per sq.cm. at
were added to study the effects of their presence. Carbon,
space
140.0
7. 5--20.0 m.a.
1150°C.
change limited
iron, and silicon when present in amounts more than
mere traces increase the rate of evaporation of the alloys. Electron emission per sq.cm. at
18.0-180.0 m.a.
I050°C.
Rapid evaporation is detrimental to the stability of the Resistivity
40-42
12-14
10-12
ohms/Cma
electron emitting surface of the filament, and, as a conse- Temp. coef. of resistance ave.
.00063
.0046
.0040
20°C-900°C
quence, the alloys that evaporated rapidly were found to
of .072 in. dia. wire
Strength
give decreasing thermionic electron currents. Iron and
70,000
70,000
60,000
At 20°C-Iba/sq.in
12,000
8,800
8.000
titanium apparently affect the work function of these
At 800°C -lbs./sq.in.
1420°C
1430°C
1454°C
point
Melting
were
elements
these
in
which
alloys adversely, as those
1050°C
850°C
....
temp.(*)
Evaporation
present gave lower thermionic currents for a given perbecomes
of
evaporation
This is the temperature at which the rate
centage of barium than alloys which did not contain serious
filament. Beenough to affect the electron emission of the heatedthat
the walle
this temperature the rate of evaporation is so slight
them. To illustrate these effects, Table I gives the results low
of a glass container are not perceptibly darkened in 100 hours.
of measurements on a number of specimens containing
approximately the same amount of barium and varying
observed from a series of alloys with the same amount of
amounts of some of the elements mentioned.
barium and with varying percentages of chromium. It
alloys
were
The rates of evaporation of the several
will be observed that the electron emission increases with
the
accumulation
determined qualitatively by observing
the amount of chromium to a maximum at 3.5 per cent
in
of metallic films on the walls. of the vacuum chamber
which the filaments were mounted for measurements on chromium and then decreases again.
The addition of chromium was found to be beneficial
thermionic emission. All of the alloys in this series
in
other ways as well as in increasing the thermionic
evaporated somewhat at temperatures above 800° C.
The alloys containing chromium are more reemission.
The films were examined spectroscopically and concorrosion and have greater tensile strength,
to
tained all of the elements of the alloy. The films were sistant
at
temperatures of 800-900° C. The electrical
relatively richer in silicon and manganese than the alloy especially
the chromium alloys is greater than that of
of
showing that these elements evaporated at a somewhat resistivity
higher rate than the others. Especially is this true of those not containing chromium which makes it necessary
silicon. The change in the composition of the alloy to increase the cross section of filament wires in order to
through evaporation was, however, very slow. The effect give them the same voltage rating. Whether this is an
of small percentages of chromium on the rate of evapora- advantage or not depends upon the design of the tube,
tion of these alloys is especially important and will be but in some cases it is an advantage because of the indiscussed later. When added in small amounts, it very creased area of the emitting surface. The rate of evapomaterially decreased the rate of evaporation. Carbon in ration of the alloys containing from 1 per cent to 7 per
excess of approximately 0.05 per cent, iron in excess -of cent of chromium was found to be markedly less than
.25 per cent and silicon in excess of .20 per cent markedly that of alloys without chromium and less than pure
nickel. This low rate of evaporation permits the mainteincrease the rate of evaporation.
The maximum rate of thermionic emission from the nance of a very stable emitting surface for a long period
nickel -barium -manganese alloys at temperatures that can of time, and this is a decidedly advantageous feature in
be maintained over long periods of time without detri- many electronic tubes.
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alloys are especially free from gas and can be produced
with great uniformity of composition.
Barium content
0.44 per cent
The characteristics of the two alloys described in this
Electron emission per sq.cm. at 810°C
100 m.a.
paper
that are now available on a commercial basis are
Resistivity..
24 microhms/CmS
Melting Point.
given in Table II. The constants for pure nickel are
1420°C
Evaporation temperature (*)
850°C
given for comparison.
*Temperature at which the rate of evaporation becomes large
enough to effect the electron emission
of the heated filament.
In addition to these alloys of relatively low barium
content, a number of nickel -barium alloys are now under
It was found that a very stable emitting surface with test containing considerably larger amounts of barium.
a higher rate of electron emission could be formed on Methods of alloying and working this metal are in
the chromium alloys by producing a light surface oxida- process of development, and such tests as are in progress
tion. Avery thin film of oxide was formed by the heat- show the possibility of the production of a uniform
ing of the filaments in air or other oxidizing atmosphere alloy of high electron emitting properties. Certain specifor a few seconds to a temperature of about 850° C. A mens of that series have been drawn into sizes such that
slight discoloration of the surface is observed when the measurements on the thermionic emission could be conoxidation has proceeded to the right point. The emission veniently made. Typical data on this alloy appear in
from an alloy containing 4 per cent chromium and 0.10 Table III. It will be noted that the thermionic emission
per cent barium was found to be increased 50 fold at a per sq. cm. is of the same order of magnitude as that
temperature of 1000° C. by this treatment. The active from oxide coated emitters.
surface is very stable at temperatures up to 1100° C. and
A filament of this alloy was used to maintain a low
the electron emission rate is remarkably constant over voltage arc in CO. An arc current of 15 m.a. at 180 volts
long periods of time. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the was maintained for over 200 hours. This performance
thermionic currents from an oxidized chromium alloy and indicates that the emitting surface can withstand conthe same alloy unoxidized.
siderable positive ion bombardment.
As a base metal for oxide coated emitters, the
10. S. Duffendack, R. A. Wolfe, and D. W. Randolph Trans.
chromium alloys have proved to be very satisfactory. Electrochem.
Soc. LIX, 1931 181-198.
When the surface of the alloy is oxidized slightly before
'Guntz-Bull. Soc. Chim. 29, 1903.
the application of the oxides, the coating is found to
$Duffendack and Wolfe, Physical Review 40, Po.1038/1932
adhere very tightly and uniformly, and the low evapora'Thermionic Emission of Oxide Coated Cathodes Containing
tion rate insures the stability of this adherence. These
Ni -Ba alloy core, N. C. Beese, Physical Review 36 Pa.1309, 1930.
TABLE III

;

The Code and the Engineer
AMERICAN RADIO MANUFACTURERS are now operating
under a "Code of Fair Competition for the Electrical
Industry" which was approved by President Roosevelt
on August 4. In the necessarily broad regulations
thereby established for this highly ramified industry

L.. M. Hull, President,
Institute of Radio Engineers

By Dr.

there is no formal recognition of that select class of professional laborers to whose creative effort the principal
commodities of every radio manufacturer owe their origin. There exists, nevertheless, a vital connection between the corporate welfare of every radio manufacturer
and the productivity of his engineering employees. Unless the teachings of industrial history are mockery, the
radio industry will be distinguished for years to come
by an essential dependence upon inventive thought, both
technical and artistic. Periods in which this industry
has provided large employment for labor and legitimate
return on invested capital have always been preceded by
exceptionally productive engineering activity. The recurrence of this sequence has been too consistent to suggest anything but a causal relation.
A choice is now presented squarely to all radio engineers and their employers : whether to revive conditions
favorable to inventive engineering efforts or to continue
with price -lowering as the main objective of engineering
thought. Such a revival would provide sufficient centrifugal force to throw the industry out of the vicious
competitive circle in which it is now spinning. Competition in ideas, rather than competition in prices, is
still a sane and profitable activity. Furthermore, this
revival of creative engineering is the most direct means
of reconciling the Government's requirement of sustained highly -paid employment with that renewed effectiveness of invested capital which is vital to the industry.
Recognition of this principle is an obligation to be shared
alike by engineers and by their employers, in striving
toward that rehabilitation of the industry which we all
confidently anticipate.
'
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2-Characteristic and distortion of rectifier
for various loads

N making modulation measurements by an oscillo graph it is necessary to rectify the envelope of the
carrier wave. If the oscillograph is to give an exact
reproduction of what is happening in the transmitter, the
rectifier must have a linear characteristic between the
impressed voltage and the output current.
An attempt was made to find a tube which approached
the linear characteristic very closely. Such tubes as the
280, 281, 866, 82, and some power amplifiers were tésted.
Of this group the 280 was found to be the most satisfactory. The two plates were connected together and the
tube used as a half -wave rectifier. The distortion was
found to be less than 2 per cent when used properly.
Figure 2 shows the curves of the 280 tube when various values of resistance R were placed in series with
milliammeter I and the C battery voltage is zero. The
more resistance added, the straighter the curve will be ;
but more power is necessary to obtain a given deflection
of the meter or oscillograph, which fact is a disadvantage
wjien making modulation measurements on a transmitter.
Figure 2 also shows the relation between the distortion
and the resistance R.
The per cent distortion was calculated by the same
formula that is used in calculating the per cent distortion
in power tubes. Per cent distortion =
I(Imax
/min)
/min)
Io/(Imax
When calculating the per cent distortion /min must be
the current when E is zero and Imax is the maximum current necessary to give good deflection on the oscillograph
and Io is the current value corresponding to Eo, where

- -

E0

-

= Emax/2

From Fig. 2 it is evident that most of the distortion
occurs at the lower values of voltage. This distortion as
far as modulation measurements are concerned may be
eliminated to a certain extent by putting in a battery to
supply a small voltage which will cause a small d.c. component of current to flow through the oscillograph element. The d.c. component of current will cause a constant shift of the oscillograph element, but this may be
returned to zero by adjustment of the oscillograph.
Figure 3 shows the curves taken for three different
values of battery voltage when R is 1000 ohms. Curve
3 of Fig. 2 is for zero C battery and R equals 1000
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Fig. 4-Double-wave rectifier for oscillograph

ohms. If the above precautions are taken, a rectifier can
be had which has less than 2 per cent distortion.
When the modulation reaches 100 per cent the voltage
must reduce to 0 and also increase to twice its normal
value ; hence, the total curve is put to use.
If the modulation is less than 70 per cent it will not be
necessary to use the C battery.
Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram of the rectifier as
used on an oscillograph for modulation measurements.
Two 280 rectifier tubes with plates connected together
are used to make a full wave rectifier. The purpose of
connecting the plates together is to keep the a.c. plate
resistance as low as possible. The filament battery is
used for part of the bias voltage, the additional voltage
being supplied by the 4.5 -volt C battery. The pick-up
coil is a bank-wound coil with 30 turns center-tapped,
connected to the tubes by a three -wire flexible cable.
-
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In general circuits fail to duplicate all the conditions of
actual use, either by not applying rated inverse voltage
following current conduction or by failing to apply rated
forward voltage following the inverse half cycle. The
authors, therefore, are not aware of any circuit that has
been as effective as the one in use at the Westinghouse
Reseaich Laboratories for the last year or more. This
circuit was designed primarily for the testing of Grid Glow tubes and its operation is based on certain known
characteristics of the tubes.

The phantom
tester

Theory of the circuit

A

method of testing high
power mercury vapor tubes

By D. D. KNOWLES
C.

E.

AND

HALLER,

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Company
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE development of high power mercury vapor

rectifiers, Ignitrons and grid -controlled tubes has
brought with it many problems in connection with
the manufacturing and testing of the product. For example, to test the Westinghouse Grid -Glow Tube DKU622 would require at least a transformer rated at 75
amperes and 30,000 volts, or 2250 kva. To control this
voltage, an induction regulator or other control equipment would be needed. The energy would have to be
dissipated in a huge resistor bank or else expensive converter equipment would be required to feed the energy.
back into the lines.
The latter is very difficult to do inasmuch as tests are
often carried to destruction of the tube and the resulting
surges and other disturbances necessitate very elaborate
protective equipment. In event the energy is dissipated
in a resistor, the cost for electricity alone may amount
to something like $20 to $60 per hour, depending on the
unit cost of power. At this rate, to season a tube for
several hours, as is often desirable becomes almost
prohibitive.
A solution to this problem has been sought by others.'
,Wvvvvvvvvvvvvvvy
R5

R2

Auxiliary
tube

- Tube under
R4

test

= E2

To A C.

supply

1-Circuit of the "phantom tester" for determining the performance of large mercury vapor
tubes
Fig.

Unlike a simple rectifier, a grid -controlled tube must be
able to block a certain voltage in the forward direction
as well as in the inverse direction. This requires the
application of both halves of the high voltage wave to test
the two conditions.
In either case, it is further recognized that only comparatively small currents can flow without forming an.
arc, which on the inverse half cycle constitutes what is
called an arc -back and on the forward half cycle means
loss of grid control. The significance of this fact is that,
provided other conditions in the tube are normal, the
high voltage transformer does not need to have a high
current carrying capacity. For example, it may be rated
at 1 ampere and 30,000 volts or 30 kva. instead of 2250
kva.
The tendency to arc back, and to a lesser extent, the
tendency to lose grid control depends considerably on the
amount of current passed on the previous conducting half
cycle, both as it affects residual ionization and the tem-

perature of the tube. It is, therefore, essential that the
rated value of current be allowed to flow on each conducting half cycle.
Inasmuch as the drop across the tube, and hence the
heating and ionization produced, depend only on current,
it matters not whether the current comes from
a high
or a low voltage source. For economy then this current
can be supplied from a low voltage transformer, say
one
rated at 75 amperes and 220 volts or 162 kva. This results in a total power capacity of 462 kva. instead of 2250
kva. as would be required under actual full
load
conditions.

Method of operation
The problem reduces then to one of applying rated forward and inverse voltages from a low current
source and
then, once the tube has started, allowing rated
current to
follow through from a low voltage source
during
the
remainder of that half cycle.
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 contains two principal
current paths:
1. The high voltage path starting
from the secondary
of transformer T2 through resistance R1
to the
under test and from the cathode of this tube back tube
to the
opposite side of the secondary of T2.
2. 7 he low voltage path starting from
the secondary
of transformer T1 through the resistor R2 to
the anode
of the auxiliary tube; from the cathode of this
the anode of the tube under test and then tube to
from the
cathode of the latter to the other side of the
secondary of
T1. The transformers T1, T2 and Ts are
phased as indicated by the + signs on the secondary
During the conduction half cycle, the anodes windings.
of both the
auxiliary tube and the tube under test are positive
as
is also the grid of the auxiliary tube.
The latter, therefore, is biased to start at a low voltage and
consequently
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to feed the desired current through the tube under test
as soon as it starts.
If now the bias voltage Eg is reduced gradually from a
high negative value, the tube under test will start first
at the peak of the high voltage wave. This instantaneous
value of voltage and the corresponding value of critical
grid voltage gives us one point on the conventional control characteristic shown in Fig. 2. As the bias is still
further reduced, the tube starts earlier in the cycle and
in each case the desired current follows through from the
low voltage path. The actual current through the tube is,
of course, the sum of the currents from the two paths.
Fig. 3 shows graphically the current and voltage relations in the circuit.
Wave 1 shows the voltage across the tube under test
ELECTRONICS
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ail to block.
d pass through R1 from
ble flash on the normally
). A dependable arc back

be under test, for example
at A, would indicate if this tube had arced back while
a flash on the glow lamp without such an indication would
mean a failure of the auxiliary tube to block. The latter
must, of course, be guarded against because it removes
the inverse potential from the tube under test.
On the forward half cycle of test -voltage, arc backs in
the auxiliary tube might occur. If this happened, the f or ward voltage would be removed from the tube under
test and it would be assumed erroneously that the grid
of the latter was blocking the high voltage. To avoid
this error, an arc back indicator can be placed also in the
anode circuit of the auxiliary tube.
In conclusion the authors wish to point out that while
the phantom tester has not been proven absolutely to be
the equivalent of actual conditions, there has not been a
single instance, out of several hundred tubes tested, to
indicate otherwise. In other words, tubes that show a
tendency to arc back on the tester at a given inverse voltage have actually always developed arc backs at that same
voltage in a power circuit with similar characteristics.
Obviously if the power circuit affords less time for de ionization than the test circuit, it may arc back at a lower
voltage. This, however, is another matter, concerning
deionization, or rate of recovery of dielectric strength
after current extinction and does not come within the
scope of the present paper.
°"Cheater Circuits" by J. L. Zehner, Electronics, July, 1932,

page 224.
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verter equipment would be
back into the lines.
The latter is very difficult to do inasmuch as tests are sults in a total power capacity of 462 kva. instead of 2250
often carried to destruction of the tube and the resulting kva. as would be required under actual full load
surges and other disturbances necessitate very elaborate conditions.
protective equipment. In event the energy is dissipated
Method of operation
in a resistor, the cost for electricity alone may amount
The problem reduces then to one of applying rated forto something like $20 to $60 per hour, depending on the
unit cost of power. At this rate, to season a tube for ward and inverse voltages from a low current source and
several hours, as is often desirable becomes almost then, once the tube has started, allowing rated current to
follow through from a low voltage source during the
prohibitive.
A solution to this problem has been sought by others.' remainder of that half cycle.
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 contains two principal current paths:
1. The high voltage path starting from
the secondary
- Tube under test
of
transformer T2 through resistance R1 to the tube
R4
under test and from the cathode of this tube back to the
E2
opposite side of the secondary of T2.
2. 7 he low voltage path starting from the secondary
of transformer T1 through the resistor R2 to the anode
of the auxiliary tube; from the cathode of this tube to
the anode of the tube under test and then from
the
cathode of the latter to the other side of the secondary of
T1. The transformers T1, T2 and T3 are phased
as indicated by the + signs on the secondary windings.
During the conduction half cycle, the anodes of both the
auxiliary tube and the tube under test are positive as
Fig. 1-Circuit of the "phantom tester" for deteris also the grid of the auxiliary tube.
mining the performance of large mercury vapor
The latter, therefore, is biased to start at a low voltage and consequently
tubes
;
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to feed the desired current through the tube under test
as soon as it starts.
If now the bias voltage Eg is reduced gradually from a
high negative value, the tube under test will start first
at the peak of the high voltage wave. This instantaneous
value of voltage and the corresponding value of critical
grid voltage gives us one point on the conventional control characteristic shown in Fig. 2. As the bias is still
further reduced, the tube starts earlier in the cycle and
in each case the desired current follows through from the
low voltage path. The actual current through the tube is,
of course, the sum of the currents from the two paths.
Fig. 3 shows graphically the current and voltage relations in the circuit.
Wave 1 shows the voltage across the tube under test

Wave 3 shows the current from the high voltage source
and wave 2 that of the low voltage path.
Wave 5 shows the voltage across the auxiliary tube for
both the forward and inverse potential conditions.
From this figure it will be noted that the auxiliary tube
must have certain definite characteristics :
1. During the forward or normally conducting half
cycle of the tube under test, the auxiliary tube must be
able to withstand, in the inverse direction, the full peak
of the high voltage minus the practically negligible peak
of the low voltage.
2. It must, of course, be able to pass as much current
as the tube under test.
3. During the inverse cycle the grid of the auxiliary
tube must be able to block in the forward direction the
peak of the high voltage wave minus the peak of the low
voltage wave. This is accomplished automatically by the
reversal of grid bias supplied by the secondary of T3.

Interpretation of test results
To adequately analyze the various types of failure that
may occur either in the tube under test or in the auxiliary
tube, several special devices have been introduced.
During normal operation, any current flow through
the resistor R1 will always be from left to right in the
diagram. Consequently a cold cathode neon glow lamp,
such as the DKL-602, connected across a portion of the
resistor R1 will glow only on one electrode, the one on
the right.
On the inverse cycle of test voltage either one of two
f ailures may occur :
1. The tube under test may arc back.
2. The auxiliary tube may fail to block.
In either case current would pass through R1 f rom
right to left, thus giving a visible flash on the normally
dark electrode of the glow lamp. A dependable arc back
indicator in the circuit of the tube under test, for example
at A, would indicate if this tube had arced back while
a flash on the glow lamp without such an indication would
mean a failure of the auxiliary tube to block. The latter
must, of course, be guarded against because it removes
the inverse potential from the tube under test.
On the forward half cycle of test voltage, arc backs in
the auxiliary tube might occur. If this happened, the f or ward voltage would be removed from the tube under
test and it would be assumed erroneously that the grid
of the latter was blocking the high voltage. To avoid
this error, an arc back indicator can be placed also in the
anode circuit of the auxiliary tube.
In conclusion the authors wish to point out that while
the phantom tester has not been proven absolutely to be
the equivalent of actual conditions, there has not been a
single instance, out of several hundred tubes tested, to
indicate otherwise. In other words, tubes that show a
tendency to arc back on the tester at a given inverse voltage have actually always developed arc backs at that same
voltage in a power circuit with similar characteristics.
Obviously if the power circuit affords less time for de ionization than the test circuit, it may arc back at a lower
voltage. This, however, is another matter, concerning
deionization, or rate of recovery of dielectric strength
of ter current extinction and does not come within the
scope of the present paper.
t"Cheater Circuits" by J. L. Zehner, Electronics, July, 1932,
page 224.
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shoddy automobile radio sets selling at such low
prices they attract many buyers, many of whom
are doomed to disappointment. Complaints received in a single week on one of the cheap sets
bearing a well known name, involve lack of sensitivity, excessive vibrator trouble, speaker rattle,
mounting difficulties, blown condensers, poor soldering, loose rivets in vibrator mounting, oscillation, instability, and critical operation as regards
tubes. Of this particular set, widely advertised,
an experienced dealer in the Northwest said, "we
have had more trouble with this receiver than
with any other model in our experience."
This indicates not only cheap merchandise but
receivers shoddy in electrical and mechanical
equipment and workmanship.

Russia's high -power

broadcast stations
LOUIS COHEN, of Washington, D.C.,
I consulting radio engineer, who returned recently from Russia, reports that the Soviet Government now has in operation one 500,000 -watt
broadcast transmitter and five 100,000 -watt broadcast transmitters as well as 50 to 60 stations ranging from 2,000 to 25,000 watts. The advisability
of building a 1,000 -kw. station is also under consideration.
Three million radio receiving points are now

Q

R.

available and it is expected to increase these to
20,000,000. Receiver production is now going on
at the rate of 200,000 annually; with plans under
way to increase set production to 1,500,000
annually.

Shoddy automobile
radio sets
IT IS no secret that the editors of Electronics
decry the manner in which shoddy radio sets
have been sold to the depression-ridden public
under the guise that the merchandise is merely
low-priced and therefore in keeping with the times.
It is freely admitted that small sets, even cheap
sets, may inoculate with the joys of radio reception a portion of the public otherwise deprived of
receivers, or that in time this public will return
for better merchandise.
But we view with alarm the mounting tide of

The fortunate failure
at

Mexico City

THE North American Radio Conference at
Mexico City has broken up, after agreeing
only on such obvious principles as 10-kilocycle
separation, 5 -cycle maximum deviation, interference elimination, and so on.
But on the vital topic of the allocation of broadcasting channels as between nations of the conference, no progress was made-or could be made.
The demands of the other countries were excessive,
out of reason, and based on no logical principle or
premise, except national pride. The American
delegation did well to move to adjourn, and close
the sessions. Judge Sykes deserves the congratulations and admiration of every broadcaster and
every listener for this prompt and patriotic action.
Now for a while at least, the broadcasters can
breathe easily, as the spectre of a new broadcast
allocation recedes.
In their conferences at Mexico City the U. S.
delegates were embarrassed by the anti -U. S.
activity of several Americans. An American educational group actually distributed among the foreign

delegations, propaganda injurious to the American
position. And a former Vice -President of the
United States attended the conference as "observer" for a high -power pirate station on Mexican
soil

!
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A

bed -side radio

NEWS NOTES

THE admirable purpose of having "a radio
set in every room" has now achieved such
proportions in some homes, that when several
members of the family are tuning in their different
favorite programs, the resulting Babel is intolerable. A return to headphone or "pillow" radio on
some of the sets in such a home would be a welcome
relief.
Some smart manufacturer of cigar -box radios
will probably shortly make this feature available by
providing his little set with a cut-off jack, so that
a head -phone unit can be plugged in, at the same
time cutting out the loudspeaker. The little set
will then become a true bedside radio, capable of
operating a comfortable headphone or radio pillow. And the headphone people might find a renewed market for modern "cans" if redesigned for
the wearer's real comfort-eliminating the old
hair -pulling, head -pinching features of the standard
article of commerce.
Such a radio could have "high quality" because
of the close coupling to the ear ; would need very
little power output; could be small in size to the
extreme.

Tied to the lamp's apron -strings
THROUGHOUT the short life of the electron -tube industry its progress has been
hampered as well as aided, by its close affiliation
with the incandescent -lamp manufacturing processes out of which it was born. The design of every
tube carries unmistakable vestigial evidences of the
lamp construction that preceded it. Because the
incandescent lamp was already highly developed,
and mass production had proceeded far, electronic
tubes have been too often "modified lamps," instead of devices specifically designed for their electronic purposes. The bulky size of radio tubes, and
the pear-shaped bulbs, bear striking testimony to
the tube's lamp ancestry. The pinch -principle of
element construction, and the re-entrant stem are
both relics, without reason, of incandescent-lamp

Is this the record amplification?-In carrying out tests

of underground -cable transmission at the Bell Laboratories,
New York City, A. B. Clark and B. W. Kendall recently
set up the equivalent of a 7,650 -mile circuit. To keep speech
passing through this required a total amplification of
101200 power, or ten raised to the 1200th power. Such a
number, with 1200 ciphers, would alone occupy 20 lines in
this column, or twice the length of this item. Bell engineers believe this to be the record amplification to date.

Short-wave radios at London show-Nine miles of exhibit spaces marked the giant radio exhibition held in London during August, with displays insured for $13,000,000.
Short-wave sets were featured. Special attention was
given to low current consumption with battery sets, made
necessary by the multiplicity of lighting voltages in England. These Class B push-pull output circuits attracted
wide attention. The Osram G -E Lamp Company displayed
its new Catkin all -metal tubes.
Factory payroll increases-Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, with plants at Salem, Mass., Emporium, Pa., St.
Mary's, Pa., and Clifton, N. J., increased its employees by

during August. Accompanying payroll increases
were at the rate of $1,000,000 annually, or over 35 per cent.
All plants of the company are working at capacity.
Armstrong sustained as inventor of regeneration-The
United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Second District,
has sustained Major Edwin H. Armstrong as the inventor
of the regenerative circuit, in the suit brought by holders
of the DeForest patent. The controversy as to who invented the feed-back or regenerative circuit has been in the
courts for the past 18 years.
Sir Ambrose Fleming, 83, weds in England-Sir John
Ambrose Fleming, who invented the Fleming thermionic
rectifier valve in 1904, was married last month to Miss Olive
May Franks, 34, an opera singer, according to a London
report to the New York Times. Sir Ambrose is now 83
years of age and has been for many years a professor in
University College, London.
Motion -picture engineers; Chicago, Oct. 16-18-The Fall
meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers will be
held at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago, Oct. 16, 17
and 18. A feature of the meeting will be the announcement
and inauguration of the newly elected officers. The semiannual banquet will be held Tuesday evening, Oct. 17.
1,400

COURT RECORD REPORTED ELECTRICALLY

technique.

Now the tube designers are beginning to cut
loose from the apron-strings of the lamp. The new
dome -shaped tube, the smaller tube forms, the
English "all metal" tube, are evidences of new
independence of design.
ELECTRONICS

-

In this

cording

court at Hamburg, Germany, electrical rehas taken the place of court stenographers.
Attorneys may demand its use at will
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75 -watt commutator
type inverter
By HERBERI J. REICH*
OCCASIONALLY THE NEED ARISES,

either

in the laboratory or in commercial installations, for a simple device for converting small amounts of d. -c. power into
a. -c. of good wave -form without the use
Tube inof a motor -generator set.
verters are available for this purpose,

but the wave -form is usually far from
sinusoidal. and the tubes are expensive.
The figure shows the circuit of a simple
mechanical inverter which will readily
furnish an a. -c. output of 75 watts or
more at 60 cycles with excellent waveform and fairly good efficiency when
operated on 120 volts d. -c.
Use is made of the fact that in a
series circuit containing L, R and C,

ELECTRONIC NOTES
with a high ratio of L to R, the charging and discharging currents are. very
nearly sinusoidal. If, therefore, the
switch S is changed at the instants
when the charging and discharging currents are zero, the condenser will charge
practically sinusoidally from the d. -c.
supply through the transformer primary
and the inductance L, and discharge
nearly sinusoidally directly through the
transformer and inductance. The transformer primary current and the secondary voltage will be approximate sine
waves. Since the current is zero at the
instants of commutation little or no
sparking occurs. In the practical circuit the double -throw switch is replaced
by a commutator driven by a small d. -c.
motor.
The correct values of C and L vary
with the type of transformer and with
large changes of load, but a 250 -volt
40 µf. electrolytic condenser and a 50millihenry low -resistance reactor form a
good combination at 60 cycles with the
average power transformer. A movable
core in the choke makes it possible to
tune the circuit to exactly the correct
natural frequency, so that no sparking
is visible at the commutator. Since the
power output which can be obtained at
a given frequency is determined by the
size of the condenser and the d. -c. voltage, the voltage regulation is poor, and
the transformer ratio must be chosen so

+

as to give the necessary terminal voltage at the desired value of load current.
The oscillograms here show condenser voltage, condenser current, and
output voltage at 60 cycles with a 50
watt load. The circuit efficiency,
neglecting power taken by the motor,
was about 60 per cent. The maximum
efficiency of about 74 per cent is obtained with an output of 24 watts. Both
the maximum power output and the circuit efficiency increase considerably if
the series reactor is omitted, but the
wave -form becomes exponential, and
some sparking is likely to occur at the
commutator. The maximum power output is proportional to the condenser capacity and to the square of the d. -c.
voltage. High voltage d. -c. may be obtained by rectifying the a. -c. output by
means of a second commutator mounted
on the same shaft as the first.

University of Illinois.
+

Low range electrostatic voltmeter

THE METALLASCOPE

Presence of metal bodies within a depth of 10 feet and a radius of 5 feet is
made audible by this device perfected by Gerhard Fisher. It weighs 22 lbs.

252

BY W. P. KOECHEL

THERE ARE MANY OCCASIONS WHEN it
is necessary to have available a volt-

meter capable of measuring low values
of potential without drawing any current from the circuit being measured.
A low range electrostatic voltmeter is
an ideal instrument for this purpose but
such meters are expensive. By making
use of a special vacuum tube circuit it
is possible to make up a small and compact vacuum tube voltmeter capable of
accurately reading voltages up to 25
volts and having an infinite input resistance. This vacuum tube voltmeter
unit can be enclosed in a small portable
case and is in every way comparable to
a
low range electrostatic meter.
Furthermore it is surprisingly inexpensive and rugged.
Referring to the figure it will be
noted that an inverted vacuum tube circuit is utilized. The entire voltage
source is obtained from three small
flashlight cells. Meter M is a 0-200
range micro-ammeter. Tube T is a
type 30 and therefore the total drain on
the flashlight cells does not exceed 61
ma. The voltage drop across resistor
R, supplies the necessary plate voltage.
Resistor R, serves as a means for ad -
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FROM THE LABORATORY
justing the circuit to the same plate
voltage every time the instrument is
used and is really an arbitrary zero setting control.

As the tube is used in an inverted
manner, the grid really serves as
anode. Being situated so close to the
filament it takes only a very small potential to obtain 200 ¡La anode current.
The plate is utilized as a grid and its
control over the anode (grid) current
is illustrated by the curve. In actual
use M is calibrated directly in volts
taken from the plotted curve.
The arbitrary zero setting is equivalent to the condition of full scale reading of meter M and this setting is adjusted by means of rheostat R,. With
rheostat R, adjusted to give the
proper anode voltage, it is obvious that
proper filament voltage will also be obtained. All settings are therefore taken
care of by this one single control.
Even though the current drain is
very small, it would be detrimental
to the battery if left on for any considerable length of time. Therefore
switch S, instead of being an ordinary
toggle switch is combined into a small
midget timer (supplied by the Walser
Automatic Timer Company). This
timer automatically turns off the circuit
at the end of each 45 minute period, if
the user of this instrument neglects to
turn off the switch beforehand.
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Voltage Applied at E
This meter has an infinite input impedance, but for certain applications it
may be desirable to connect a grid leak
resistor across the input. Furthermore,
the use of a proper grid leak and a condenser in series with the meter permits
the measurement of a -c voltage. A number of grid leaks of suitable value will
also permit multiplying the scale range
of the meter. If these grid leaks are of
the order of ten megohms or higher, the
input impedance of the meter unit will
still be high enough for many applications. In setting for the arbitrary zero
value, the input leads should always be

shorted.
A few of the uses for which this
meter has proven invaluable are:
at
1. Measuring grid voltages directly
life
on
tubes
the
of
pin
the grid
test. (This is not possibly with an

ordinary meter due to the high
protective resistance in series with
the bias supply.)
grid voltage
2. Measurement of
values directly at the socket in
radio sets, such as detectors and
oscillators where a high resistance
is always in series with the grid
circuit.
3. Measurement of contact potential
and back emission of individual
floating elements in experimental
tube tests.
4. Measurement of high resistance
leakage path.
5. Electrostatic measurements of potentials across charged condensers.
The foregoing are only a few
examples of the possible use of such
a meter. but every laboratory will find
many diversified uses for such an instrument.

Selective fading
P. H. HANDEL AND H. PLENDL of the
German Aeronautical Research Laboratory, Berlin, have explored an interesting phenomenon. Certain frequencies
out of the 10 k;.. band normally tran,mitted are found to suffer excessive attenuation when the distance between
sender and receiver is 10 km. The frequency of a 51.4-m. wave emitted by a
horizontal +-wave aerial oriented north south was gradually increased until 750
cycles had been added in the course of a
minute, then decreased to normal in
another a minute, maintained for about
sec., and the change repeated. The
signals received on an antenna oriented
north -south were nearly opposite in
phase with respect to signals received
on an east -west antenna. This can be
accounted for by the rotation of the direction along which the electrical force
vibrates, the amount of rotation dependof a
ing upon the frequency (about
degree per cycle). There are considerable differences in the strength with
which four frequencies f (= 5.45 mc.)
f --f-600, f+1,850 and f+2,500 are received at different times. The results of
the experimental work may be found in
El. Nachr. Technik 10 :76-94. 1933.

Grid -controlled rectifier current
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT functions
performed by grid -controlled rectifiers
of the thyratron and grid -glow tube
types is that of controlled rectification;
i.e., current flows through the tube and
the load for any desired fraction of the
cycle which makes the anode positive
with respect to the cathdde. Thus the
controlled rectifier differs from the two element or classical rectifier where the

ONE

+

current flows during the entire half
cycle in which the plate is positive.
The average current flowing in a
2.0
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two -tube full -wave rectifier of this type
may be calculated from the following ex-

pression taken from The Electric Journal, April, 1932, page 192 from an
article by Reuben Lee. The curve shows
this equation graphically.
Ins.= I..

(1

+

cos

gyp\

J

7c

where 0=angle at which the tube starts
to conduct current.
Curve furnished by Dr. Dayton Ulrey,
Westinghouse Research Laboratories. The
angle 4) is the point in the cycle at which

current flow starts.

Tube control of temperature
in crystal ovens
IN THE CRYSTAL OVEN ("incubator" to
the British) used to maintain the fre-

quency of G5SW at 11,750 kc. the constant temperature is maintained by a
thermostat which through a grid -controlled rectifier of conventional type
(1,000 volt, 0.25 ampere) switched on
and off the a.c. to the heating coils. By
use of a copper oxide rectifier the necessity of using a grid bias battery was
obviated.

Thermostat

Rectifier

Ordinarily a fixed bias supplied by the
battery maintained the grid at such a
potential as to control the plate current.
This battery required space, and of
course had to be replaced. The circuit
shown in the figure indicates how the

rectifier replaced the battery. The grid
bias was about 50 volts after supplying
210 volts a.c. through 50,000 ohms and
0.5 µf.

The frequency of this station, which
was used for the early experiments on
Empire broadcasting, was kept within
4 parts in a million of its assigned frequency for long periods of time.
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HIGH LIGHTS ON
Smoke precipitation with

electronic rectifiers
FOR YEARS

MEN

HAVE BEEN

TAKING

valuable products out of smoke and gas
by electrically precipitating the materials
they contain. The gases from smaller
smoke stacks, the flues of cement kilns,
natural gas and water gas with their
fine mist of tar; from all these can be
taken, if not gold dust, its equivalent.
Sometimes it is not the dust that is
valuable, but a gas which must be
cleaned to be used, like furnace gas in a
steel mill.
Electrical precipitation requires direct
current of very high voltage. Hitherto
it has been produced by mechanical
rectifiers. Such rectifiers, troublesome
to their operators and a source of radio
interference, are no longer necessary.
Their duty can be performed by two element high - voltage vacuum - tube
rectifiers which are quiet and positive,
of fixed and unvarying polarity, with
smooth and regular wave form. They
do not burn themselves up with arcing,
and radio sets find them silent. The
tubes are shielded by glass cylinders
from emitting possibly dangerous
X-rays.
One set, built by Westinghouse engineers, delivers from a 25 -cycle supply
an average rectified current of 400

+

+

milliamperes, at a maximum pressure
(r.m.s. value on transformer) of 100,000
volts a figure which can be reduced by
an induction regulator to 47,000 volts.
The filament transformers are inside the
main tank. Filament voltage is kept
practically constant, even if the line
voltage varies 10 per cent, by a static
regulating device.

ELECTRONIC
Booth demonstrator reduces
annoyance of booming low tones

How A DEMONSTRATOR'S WORDS may be
understood by his audience without at
the same time disturbing people outside
the circle of listeners is interestingly
shown in the Bell System exhibit at the
Chicago Exposition.
Loud -speaking systems for such demonstrations have frequently been tried,
but often with so much annoyance to
unwilling listeners that they soon had to
Microphones and loudspeakers be
discontinued. A principal cause of
this is the carrying power of the lowin butcher shop
pitched tones which emanate in large
A BUTCHER'S SHOP, clean and germ-free volume from most loud -speaking syslike a hospital operating room, has been tems.
opened in Paris with the public
In designing the Chicago Fair inblessings of several professors of the stallation, however, apparatus was profaculty of medicine and of represent- duced which would favor the higher
atives of the local authorities.
pitches, important to intelligibility, while
Dr. Kaplan, the author of this new discriminating against the merely noisy
venture in practical hygiene, has in- components which would boom out for
stalled his salesmen in a huge glass hundreds of feet. At Chicago, this equipchamber, the air of which is constantly ment is built into the demonstration
being renewed and filtered, and kept at a booths, but it is commercially available
temperature of 45 degrees Fahr. The in portable form as a single case which
salesmen wear rubber gloves and are can be carried by one man and set up
dressed in white from top to toe. They for use in a few minutes.
cut up, weigh and pack the meat under
the eyes of their customers with whom
they communicate by means of microphones and loud speakers.

+

APPROACH SAFE, ALARM RINGS

z

CEI11Up "®

At Chicago, World's Fair crowds marvel at this A.D.T. Company
exhibit
of a safe with "space alarm." On merely approaching the safe, one's
body
sets a big bell ringing

254

Burglar alarm employs
space principle
THE

HOLMES ELECTRIC PROTECTION
COMPANY of New York, which provides

electrical alarms and supervision for
business houses and banks, is now carrying on experiments with a space alarm,
by which the mere approach of a marauder into the vicinity of a door, wall,
table or safe can be detected.
As developed in the company's laboratory under the direction of L. H. Chase,
electrical engineer, the outfit is compactly contained in a small carrying case
which can be operated on either batteries or 110-volts alternating current.
The output on a frequency between
4,000 and 5,000 kilocycles is accurately
maintained by means of a crystal. The
space alarm transmitter can be connected to any object or circuit it is
desired to protect. In the case of a wall
or doorway or furniture, adhesive metal
foil is stuck onto the surface.
The new principle seems especially
adaptable to the safeguarding of safes
and strongboxes. Such a safe can be
so arranged that anyone approaching
it sets off the alarm, and under no conditions can the sensitivity of the system
fall so low, even with the changes in
conductivity due to damp weather, that
the alarm is not sounded upon the
slightest touch of the safe.
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DEVICES IN

INDUSTRY + +

Fewer Failures under photocell -

controlled school lighting
A 20 PER CENT REDUCTION in school failures has been the result of the two-year
test in class room lighting conducted by
the Tuscumbia (Ala.) City Schools in
cooperation with Alabama Power and
General Electric engineers.
Faced with the statements of educators that from 8 to 15 per cent of school
children acquire defective vision within
the few years of their school lives, F. C.
Albert, a lighting engineer of the power
company, sought the aid of the city
schools in an experiment to prove his
theory that poor lighting in the average
school is robbing many of the nation's
children of good vision.
Two school rooms were selected containing the same floor space and window
area and with the same exposure to the
sun. Each was already equipped with
two 150-watt direct lighting fixtures
controlled by a wall switch. In one this
lighting equipment was permitted to remain unchanged, and in the other it was
replaced with four Curtis 300 watt in- direct fixtures controlled by a photoelectric relay, arranged to maintain a
light intensity of 12 foot candles.
After standard "achievement" and
Otis "intelligence tests," an equal number of pupils of the same rating were
assigned to each room, and great pains
were taken to balance the two groups
as equally as possible in talents, intelligence and past achievements.
At the end of the first school year, it
was found that it had been necessary
for the lights controlled by the "electric
eye" to operate 34.1 per cent. of the
school hours to maintain 12 foot candles
of light during school hours on the last
three rows of desks farthest from the
windows. At the end of the second year
the lights had operated 32.6 per cent of
the school hours to maintain the same
intensity of light.
The first year's test developed 4 failures out of 36 pupils in the light -controlled room, as against 11 failures out
of 34 pupils in the other room, an actual
decrease of 20 per cent. The standing
of the children in the photocell room
was so astonishing as to grades, attentiveness and alertness that the experiment was continued a second year to
check the methods of dividing the classes
as well as the results. The second year's
results duplicated those of the first, there
being 8 less pupil failures in the photocell room than in the other, out of 42
pupils in each room.
Of equal importance, the teachers
testified "The children in the photocell
room were much more alert, cheerful
and attentive, while those in the other

ELECTRONICS

-

room seemed restless and sleepy on dark
days and were harder to teach."
The electric energy consumed in each
room was metered and the cost of the
additional electricity for the high -intensity lighting was $22.35 for the term.
The annual cost of educating each pupil
for the 1931-32 term was $28.

pany, Newark, N. J. Photocell
detectors on ships offer another
bility, replacing the visual type
spection tubes now installed at
expense.

smoke
possiof in-

great

Sounds that cause chemical
changes, cooking

Photocell smoke detector
as "combustion -indicator"
C. C. SHEPPARD of the Ess Instrument
Company, 30 Church St., New York

SOUNDS CAN CAUSE chemical changes of
various kinds, if the sounds are only
intense enough, according to a report
presented to the Chicago meeting of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, by Dr. E. W.
Flosdorf and Dr. L. A. Chambers of
the University of Pennsylvania School
of Medicine.
The sounds, projected into liquids,
coagulated proteins, broke down ethyl
acetate to produce acetic acid, "cracked"
vegetable oils with the production of
acetylene gas, and to a small extent decomposed starch to produce glucose.
A spectacular demonstration was the
apparent soft -boiling of an egg subjected to the intense sound for a few
minutes without any raising of the temperature.
The experimenters believe that these
chemical actions are due to a momentary
kinetic, or speeding -up, effect on the
molecules involved, affecting them in
much the same way as heating.
Most of the sounds used were very
shrill, but one experiment employed

City, has found it possible to employ
some of his photocell smoke -detecting
units as "combustion indicators," showing by means of a meter dial the exact
condition at which combustion is proceeding most efficiently, such as the
"haze -point" with oil -burning furnaces.
With a meter calibrated at 100 for
smoke, a reading of about 20 indicates a
introduced
Contacts
slight haze.
bracketing the needle above and below
20, can be arranged to light red and
green lamps respectively, showing when
the flue gases have too much air or too
much unburned fuel.
Mr. Sheppard has installed a number
of straight photocell smoke detectors in
the New York area, in such prominent
buildings as those of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, Standard Oil
Company, Home for the Aged, New
York Central power house, Port Morris, tones only two octaves above middle C
and Prudential Life Insurance Corn- on the piano.

After two years' test of photo -cell controlled lighting in the Tuscumbia (Ala.)
schools, brighter scholars, better grades, and fewer failures are reported
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Loudspeaker cost

vs.

quality

[Continued from page 242]
cut off raises the permissible distortion. A 3,000 cycle
peak produces what the average listener calls "highs."
For any given voice coil and cone there is a level at
which the speaker gives maximum loudness efficiency.
This is the point at which the cone just begins to break
up. In small speakers the diaphragm is made so light
that this critical level is reached with maximum input
from the set. Therefore, when its loudness efficiency is
compared with a large speaker which is intended to handle perhaps 6 or 8 times the power and, therefore. is a
long way from its break up point the relative loudness
efficiency of the latter suffers by comparison.

Cost versus quality
All of the factors discussed vary considerably in different speakers and it is, therefore, difficult to give concrete data which will help the set designer. To give some
idea, however, of at least the general relationship between loudness efficiency and cost Figure 8 has been
prepared. These data were obtained by measuring a
A-B
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8-Cost versus loudness efficiency showing
operation of law of diminishing return

number of speakers in each price range and taking the
unweighted average of the loudness efficiency with music
and voice input. Curve A shows roughly the way in
which loudness efficiency varies with cost. As would be
expected, for very high efficiencies a point of diminishing
returns is reached and the cost rises rapidly. At the
low efficiency end a point of diminishing returns is also
reached since the labor involved in making a very small
speaker differs comparatively little from that of making
a somewhat larger speaker and the reduction in the material cost is not enough to offset this. The curve, therefore, starts to flatten slightly.

Cost per decibel gain
If the small speaker is required to have as little steady
state and transient distortion as the larger speaker, then
the cost must be increased to maintain the same loudness efficiency. The estimated cost of producing small
speakers with the same distortion now permitted in large
speakers and with the same design factors (temperature,
rise, etc.) is shown in curve B. It will be noted that
in terms of percentage increase, there is considerable increase in cost in the cheapest speakers.
Curve C shows the cost of getting an additional db
(approximately 26 per cent increase in efficiency at any

point. For example, if the loudness efficiency is 4 per
cent, the cost of obtaining an additional db of loudness
efficiency is, roughtly, 68 cents.
In the design of a receiver, there are usually one or
more points at which the cost of obtaining additional
audio output increases sharply. This occurs, for example, when it is necessary to go from a single tube to
two tubes in push pull when a transformer is added.
Because of the large variation in the cost of getting
additional audio power in the case of different receivers
made to sell at different prices, a curve corresponding to
curve C, Fig. 8 for receivers must necessarily be made
by each individual manufacturer with a particular series
of designs in mind. Such a curve can then be used to
determine the cost of various amounts of sound output.
In the case considered above, for example, one db increase in the electrical output of the set might mean
increasing the output from 14 to approximately 1.9
watts. This might involve going from a single 43 to a
pair of them in push pull if the plate voltage were limited.
If the change would involve more than 68 cents, it would
be more economical to increase the loudness efficiency
of the speaker.
In general, this procedure cannot be justified if nothing but the loudness efficiency is considered. The power
handling capacity of small speakers is, however, limited
so that even if moderate distortion can be tolerated, it
it frequently necessary to increase the size of the speaker
to increase the total sound output that can be gotten even
though additional audio power is available.
In more expensive receivers, fidelity is of greater importance and here the more efficient speaker justifies its
additional cost by the lowered steady state and transient
distortion as well as by the improvement in efficiency.
The high efficiency speaker would be very common if the
same distortion requirements were placed on the small
speaker that obtain on the larger ones.
In spite of the high cost per db in large speakers, it is
important to remember that the cost per db of set output also rises rapidly beyond a certain point because of
the larger tubes involved and the higher voltages necessary. For this reason even in public address work
where moderate distortion is usually tolerated, it frequently pays to use a more efficient speaker because the
audio frequency output cost rises rapidly in an amplifier
designed to supply more than about 20 watts.

The small speaker-pro and con
Summarizing, we see that as the efficiency of the loudspeaker is decreased in the piston range the loudness efficiency decreases more slowly. Small speakers, therefore, have relatively better loudness efficiency considering
the amount of material used in their construction for all
or most of the following reasons :
1. Greater output at resonance as critical coupling
is
approached between electrical and mechanical circuits.
2. Greater high frequency output because of the reduced voice coil mass.
3. Increased steady state distortion which also increases the apparent bass.
4. Operation nearer the critical cone "break up" point.
5. Common use of 400 circular mills per ampere in
the
field with very high field temperatures.
6. Use of "commercial" gap clearances which give
greater voice coil alinement problems than would obtain
in a conservative design.
The advantages of the small speaker are :
[Please turn to page 260]
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this same value and the balance of the i-ì '. o tage
must appear across R2. Thus, once tube T1 starts to
conduct the anode potential on all the other tubes is
reduced and simultaneously their grid bias is increased
making it impossible for them to conduct even if they
receive subsequent impulses. Thus. the first tube to
receive an impulse remains conducting until it is observed
t If
and the circuit reset by momentarily opening S
course this circuit may be extended to include any number of impulse sourses by adding an additional tube for
each impulse source.

R1 to

Initial impulse

indicator

Applications of the impulse indicator
By

One of the most useful of the applications of this
circuit has been for arc -back indication in mercury vapor
rectifier sets. If tube trouble is experienced in a multitube rectifier set it is often difficult, particularly with

O. W. LIVINGSTON

and H. W. LORD
(¡enerOt Her iv:,
.14 lo, -no lady, N.

(

,rrr flrr

Y.

ills

article deals with a general method of determining which one of a series of rapidly occurring
events happened first, together with a practical
application of thy principle.
It is first necessary to reduce the events which we wish
to observe to voltage signals. in electrical circuit problems these voltages arc often present or obtainable with
little trouble but in other cases it may be necessary to
translate sound, motion, or light to an electrical signal
by the use of microphone, contact or phototube.
Figure
shows a circuit which may be used to determine which of three impulses occurs first. Let the
source of the three impulses he connected between
respectively and the switch Si closed.
X2 -C, and Xs
The voltage drop across the resistor R1 is the anode
potential applied to the three grid controlled rectifiers
and T, and the voltage drop across R2 supplies
sufficient to keep the tubes nonconductbias
normally
a

the modern trend toward metal tubes, to determine which
tube is at fault. In the past simple magnetic reverse
current relays have been used in the individual anode
circuits but this is not very satisf acti,n since an arc back in one tube generally produces a severe overloading
of the other tubes, often causing them to arc back
through no fault of their own. It is not uncommon to
find all of these indicators open after a severe arc -back
which, of course. does not help nntch in locating the

trouble.
CTl

t'

IRs

1

P3

r,

t

I.et us assume now that an impulse is received at
X, (' which momentarily throws the grid of Ti positive
The tithe starts conducting within a few microseconds reducing the amide to cathtxde voltage to about
15 volts. This decreases the voltage across the resistor
ing.

R9

`Q,

1

C

t

,K

:

---Connections of impuhr ,ndicator tu
three-phaw rectsfitr

a

occurred few

Figure 2 shows how the initial impulse indicator may
to indicate which tube in a three phase
outfit is causing the initial trouble. Current transformers
shunted by resistors are inserted in the anode leads of
the power tubes as shown, so that as long as the current
flows in the proper direction the current transformers
are practically saturated and any small output voltage
left tents to make the grids even more negative. As
soon as a tube arcs tack, however, a current of IO or
t) times normal. depending upon the power transformer
impedance, flows through the current transformer of the
arcing back tube causing a positive signal on the grid of
the associated tube. This tube then remains "on" re
Please turn to rage 2601

\Pteweher, 1u33
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ELECTRONIC LITERATURE
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Secondary electrons in
screen -grid tubes
[J. HERWEG and G. ULBRICHT, Hannover Inst. of Technology.] While
screen-grid tubes have to be operated
with the plate at a much higher potential than the screen in order to get rid
of the effect of secondary electrons,
other portions of the characteristics
may one day become useful. When in
a screen -grid tube (H, 4100 D), the
screen is left at 100 volts, the control
grid is made positive and the plate potential is increased from zero upward,
the curve showing the plate current at a
given grid voltage rises first, then drops
with a slope which is steeper the more
positive the grid, and starts to rise again
at a potential which is higher the lower
the grid voltage, but in any case only
slightly above the point where the plate
potential becomes higher than the screen
voltage. The curves resemble in shape
those obtained under normal operating
conditions. The control grid exerts a
strong influence upon the current, its
value being 4, 12, and 21 ma. for zero.
4 and 8 volts on the grid (mutual conductance 0.005). Tubes with coaxial
cylindrical electrodes do not show
straight slopes, and some portions of
the curves may vary from day to day.
As the mutual conductance is given by
the horizontal distance between the
curves, it is very variable, starting with
very high values at zero plate voltage,
becoming negative in the falling portions and rising to a few hundred per
cent-Hochfr. Techn. u. El. Ak. 41:

AND ABROAD

Distortion produced by space Temperature of oxide
coated filaments
charges in cathode ray tubes
[E. HUDEC, German Central Post Office
Laboratory.] The distortion occurs in
tubes with incandescent cathodes when
the plate potential is 2,000 volts and
the normal discharge current of a few
tenths ma. is exceeded so as to obtain

[P. CLAUSING AND J. B. LUDWIG. Philips
Research Laboratory.] Data on the

electron emission of oxide -coated filaments as a function of their temperature
vary a great deal owing to the difficulty
of determining the temperature from the
light radiated. An oxide -coated platinum
filament gives a total radiation of about
8 watts per sq.cm. at 1,200 deg. abs.
with a konel core 5 and with a nickel
support 2 watts. The reason for the
difference is that light from the core
passes through the thin oxide layer, so
that the radiation from strontium oxide
on a nickel support increases first with
greater intensity for the brighter por- the thickness of the layer (from 0 to 33
tions. The image appears distorted in microns) and decreases beyond this
the neighborhood of the horizontal, or value to become constant at about 0.1
vertical middle-line of the screen, or mm.-Physica 13; 193-205, 1933.
both, that is when the deflecting potential passes through zero. The effect
is due to space charges formed by the Secondary electrons in
positive ions in the neighborhood of the screen -grid tubes
deflecting plates, and the electric forces
[C. J. LUSSANET DE LA SABLONIERE,
they exert. It can be eliminated at the Philips'
Research
expense of brightness by reducing the hoven.] Knowledge Laboratory, Eindof the part which
pressure of the gas remaining in the secondary electrons play
in screen grid
tube. It is better and simpler to make tubes
is useful because they limit the
the former center of the screen the edge range over which the tube can be used.
of the screen, extending the screen to When the ratio a of the
plate current
one side in order to give it its former Ip to the total
current I8 -{- Ip as desize. The electron beam must be moved pending upon the ratio
Vp/V8 is plotted
closer to one of the deflecting plates. for a series of negative grid voltages,
These off-center screens, and tubes mak- but constant ratios screen to grid volting an elbow between the screen and age V8/Vg, a family of similar curves is
the deflecting electrodes give perfect obtained which rise, fall and rise again
reproduction.
Nachr. T. 10: 215- to pass all through nearly the same
189-194, 1933.
220, 1933.
point when Vp equals V8. A simple
curve following the first ascending portion of the curves and passing then
through the common point Vp/V8
1
represents the ratio b of the number of
ELECTRONIC MICROSCOPE
primary electrons hitting the plate to
the sum of screen and plate current
Electronic
.--Cathode
source
I8
Ip. It can be shown that any one
--Anode
of the b curves can be deduced from the
a curves when only one point of it has
Condenser /ens
been found by direct measurement or
hot cathode
111
Ob, jectwith pralsche
more simply by drawing a series of
e% ctrode
plane---Magnetic
curves for various assumed b values,
enes
Object /ens
first in the range where V8 is larger
than Vp and then in the region where
Intermediate
Eye glass grid_..
plane ---V8 is smaller than Vp, and choosing as
the correct b curve those two positions
Eye -glass
To pump
which most closely prolong one another.
From these two families of curves the
Window for
'Anode
observation
ratio of secondary electrons leaving the
plate
to primary electrons hitting the
To pump
Fluorescent
plate
is
found by a simple calculation, at
screen
--fluorescent
Imageany
one
point as equal to (a
screen
plane
(1
b)
.
Various types of tubes examLeft, cold cathode; right, hot cathode microscopes
ined
did
not
show saturation.-Hochfr.
of
Knoll-see page 243 this issue of Electronics
u. El. Ak. 41: 195-207, 1933.
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Positive -grid amplifying
detector for 10 cm. waves
[H. E. HOLLMANN, Heinr. Hertz Institute, Berlin.] The new circuit is based
upon the fact that when tubes with
cylindrical electrodes and positive grid
are worked near saturation and the electrodes are far apart (small mutual conductance) the grid current decreases
from its saturation value at negative
A

c
A'

E9

plate potential to a constant value as the
plate becomes more and more positive,
and the plate current increases from
zero to a constant value. The sum of
both currents is equal to the total emission. In the transition region, where
the plate current starts to grow and
just before it becomes constant, rectification is produced as the result of the
non-linear characteristic, the characteristic being nearly independent of the
grid potential when the mutual conductance is small. The modulated incoming
wave is applied between plate and grid,
the output transformer is placed in the
grid circuit. Funkt. Monatsh. 2: 249253. 1933.

The effect of metallic shields
on tuning coils
[H. KADEN, Siemens and Halske Research Laboratory, Berlin.] To facilitate
the correct design of shields for r-f coils
the author develops practical formulas
showing how much the inductance Lo
drops and the resistance increases when
a tuning coil is placed in the center of
a metal box and what is the ratio S of
the field outside the screen to the field
without shielding. For ordinary nonmagnetic materials, such as aluminum
or manganin of specific resistance r,
radius R and with walls d cm. thick the
(cosh 2p
formula holds that 1/S'
0.02
cos 2p) p'R2/9d' where p
dV f/r.. The resistance of the coil increases as the reciprocal of the fourth
power of the radius R, the value 1
L/L, decreases with the reciprocal of
the third power. For a shield of manganin of 4 cm. radius (r about 40 ohms
0.6 when
per sq.cm. and cm. or p
d
0.5 mm.) the ratio S comes out to
be 1/20 at 150,000 cycles, the inductance
Lo is reduced to 0.88 of its initial value
L,, and the phase angle caused by the
shield is 0.007. For an aluminum shield
R/100),
2.54 cm. thickness
(R
the outside field is reduced to about
1/100 at 100,000 cycles and to 5/10,000
at 1,000 kc. The formula for the outside field agrees with the theory given
by Prof. L. V. King in Phil. Mag. 15:
201-223. 1933.
Nachr. Techn. 10:

=

=

=

=

=
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Shielded antenna leads

Further work on ultra -short

[E. SCHWANDT. O. NAIRZ.] Two types
of shielded connections between antenna
and receiver have been developed, one
a shielded light cable which can be freely
suspended from the antenna when the
length does not exceed 100 feet. When
longer leads are required it is necessary
to use lead -clad cables mounted on the
wall. Parts fitting any size of cable,
parts for bridging gutters and special
end pieces are available. It is important that shielding be continuous and extends to the lightning arrester, which
enters into action at 350 volts, and the
earthing switch prescribed by regula-

wave tubes (12-15 cm. waves)
[E. GossEL, University of Erlangen.]
Earlier results, namely, that the coaxial
cylindrical positive grid and negative
plate with their lead-in wires may
vibrate together, or that the grid spiral
may vibrate as one whole wavelength,
were confirmed. When the length of the
circuit connected to the grid is changed,
a series of values are found at which

the tube generates maximum energy at
the same wavelength. When instead
of leading the wires coming from the
ends of the grid spiral in a straight bend
to the base of the tube, the grid is
tions.
shorted by a second spiral of the same
The second author describes how he dimensions,
the grid potential being apsecured satisfactory reception with the plied at its center, the tube is capable of
aid of a shielded lead-in in a house on a giving
vibrations of wavelength
street car line where it was at times 22.5 cm.strong
and 14 cm. In this case the
impossible to receive a local station 15
electrical oscillations take place in the
miles away.-Funkt. Monatsh. 2: 255planes parallel to the turns of the spiral,
257. 184-185. 1933.
not parallel to the axis as is the case
with a single spiral and a straight bend.
It is also observed that on changing the
tuning of the plate grid circuit values
Filter -type interstage
are found at which this circuit withamplifier coupling
draws energy from the oscillating grid
THROUGH ERROR THE CIRCUIT of Mr. system so that the energy radiated by
Stone's interstage coupling device de- the grid passes through low values. The
scribed on page 194, July Electronics, heating circuit may also be set into
was not given correctly. As described, resonance for certain values of the electhis interstage coupling system involves tron emission.-Hochfr. Techn. & El.
a mid -series termination low-pass filter. Ak. 42 : 1-10. 1933.
Of course the two end inductances in
such a filter have one-half the inductance of the central inductance. Therefore the three inductances from the plate An improved balanced circuit
down should be L/2, L and L/2.
for electrometer tubes
THE FP -54 tube can draw both its filament and plate currents from one battery,
The radiometer as
but for stable operation the resistances
have to be appropriately chosen. The
field strength meter
characteristic of the tube is first obtained
[G. BEAUVAIS, French National Radio under approximately the conditions
Laboratory.] To measure the fiejd under which it will be used in the balstrength produced by tubes giving 10 to anced bridge. In arranging the bridge
20 cm. waves the author uses the rotation of a half wavelength radiometer
vane placed in a small glass container
in which the pressure has been reduced
to 1/100 mm. mercury. A thin narrow
foil of aluminum forms one long side of
a small rectangular frame, a mica sheet
of the same dimensions the other long
side; a fine wire running midway
between these two sides carries a light
mirror, and suspension wires are attached
to the cross -pieces between the wire and
the aluminum foil. The frame is then
bent around the central wire as an axis
so as to place mica and aluminum face to the tube can be thought of as a comface. At the resonance point the current bination of a resistance R and an effecinduced by the field in the aluminum foil tive emf. E. Zero current will be obheats the foil and the impact of the gas tained in the bridge provided that R,/RT
EB/ (E Es) , and R,/R,= R/R,
molecules causes the whole frame to
turn. The direction and strength of the and a suitable value of R. can be calfield can thus be explored without the culated. Varying R, makes the reading
use of meters and connecting wires. The of the bridge galvanometer pass through
field strengths studied are of the order a minimum which cart be reduced to
of 1/100 volt per m.-Onde électrique zero by adjusting R11. -»- Rev. Scient.
Instr. 4: 429-433. 1933.
12 : 213-235. 1933.
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Initial impulse indicator
ICon/inued from page 257]

gardless of any subsequent events until S1 is opened,
clearly indicating where the trouble originated.
Figure 3 shows an oscillogram of an arc -back on a
three phase half -wave outfit. The oscillograph elements
were inserted in the anode leads of the tubes so that the
normal direction of current flow gave a deflection above
the zero axis. Several cycles after load was applied an
arc -back occurred in tube No. 2. This caused an overload on tube No. 3 causing it to arc back in the next
half cycle. Before the breakers opened, an arc-back
occurred in the tube No. 1 as the result of a second
failure of tube No. 2. Under these conditions if simple
reverse current relays had been inserted in the anode
leads, all three would have indicated a fault which would
not have helped to locate the faulty tube. Using the
initial impulse indicator, however, the tube in the second
position was turned on, clearly indicating where the
trouble was.
A six tube initial arc back indicator has been built in
portable form. Six "clamp on" current transformers are
carried in the bottom section of this portable device

Loudspeaker cost

quality

vs.

Continued from page 256]
1. Better extreme high frequency response can ne
obtained with small inputs due to the reduced voice coil
mass.
2. Slightly improved polar characteristic.
The advantage of (1) is lost because the speakers
are operated near their critical level and are required to
show little distress with a distorted set output.
The advantages of the large speaker are :
1. Higher energy and loudness efficiency.
2. Absence or minimization of transient distortion at
fundamental resonance. This permits high fidelity when
it is wanted since it permits the set designer to introduce the low frequency resonance electrically so that it
is under control in either a continuously variable or semipermanent adjustment.
3. Low steady state distortion.
Since existing distortion contributes very little to the loudness efficiency
it could be considerably reduced at but slight loss in loudness efficiency.
4. Operation far below critical level permits the effective frequency range to be extended further than it
is in small speakers.
5. Moderate excursion results in only slight changes
in the physical constants of the mechanical system with
life (in 5 -inch speakers, the stiffness of the annulus sometimes changes so rapidly that distortion measurements at
resonance with full input cannot be made before the
resonant frequency drops).
6. More conservative voice coil clearance with improved alinement life expectancy.
7. Conservative temperature rise with further improved life expectancy.
The use of the 5 -inch speaker has been made possible
because of the very surprising amount of distortion the
public will tolerate$. In some unpublished tests of per .

Fig. 3-Oscillogram of arc -back on three-phase
half-wave rectifier

which make it possible to investigate trouble in any outfit
having six or less tubes.
Other applications of this indicator will doubtlessly
be found both in the field of industry and in the field
of amusements.

missible distortion in music with 3,000 cycles cutoff, we
have found that with an inexperienced listener, 40 per
cent second harmonic distortion can be tolerated in the
absence of a distortionless source with which to compare it.
Another factor has been the public acceptance of very
small sets which necessitated small speakers if the set
was to be completely self-contained. The present move
toward the use of a separate speaker with good fidelity
should provide the portability and appeal of the small
set with the fidelity and advantages of the large speaker

and baffle.
In addition to the separate speaker trend, there appears to be a general increase in interest in high fidelity
receivers. Any general improvement in this direction
will probably have to result from a change in the public's interest in sets which sound like a radio to sets
actually built to reproduce the original with good fidelity.
There will undoubtedly be a transition period during which many sets will be arranged so that high fidelity reproduction will be possible and so that the "boom," middle high frequency peak and the high frequency cutoff
can be taken care of by distortion controls.
The psychological fact that one is listening to an
artificial source of music seems to have a bearing on
this point. Even those whose ears have been trained to
musical appreciation seem to be easily misled by this
factor. The number of times is legion that a trained
musician has termed as "perfect" a specimen of radio.
reproduction which was really limited in tonal range
severely compressed in volume and full of distortion.
'The relative loudness efficiency of two speakers may be defined as the reciprocal of the power input for a specified impedance to give the same loudness. See I.R.E. 1933. Report of theStandards Committee, page 164.
'See Rayleigh Theory of Sound, Vol. 2, page 165. Cone excursion given in May, 1932, Electronics, page 154 were too high because of exponent of A.
'The permissible distortion in speech Frank Massa, May, 1933..

I.R.E. Proceedings.
This paper by Mr. Knowles was delivered in abbreviated form
at the recent annual convention
of the Institute of Radio
Engineers.
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NEW PRODUCTS
THE MANUFACTURERS OFFER

Amplifier for oscillograph
To EXTEND THE RANGE of the cathoderay oscillograph a special high quality
a-c operated amplifier has been developed by the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, 9 Bradford Way, Upper Montclair, N. J. This amplifier may be used
for the measurement or observation of
many effects which of themselves are
not of sufficient magnitude to operate
the cathode-ray tube directly but which
nevertheless should not be entrusted to

proved the soundness of the new designs.
Standard mounting centers
have, of course, been adhered to. Some
of the features of the new device are
greater inductance, smaller sizes, lower
cost and greater breakdown voltages, as
well as a new and convenient lug terminal. J. C. Snell will head this new
division. Electronics.

New series F formica

PRODUCT KNOWN as Series F
Formica is being offered by The
Formica Insulation Company of Cincinnati, Ohio. This consists of a
Formica facing in various solid colors
on metal and on hardboard. The material is used for panels in cabinets of
various kinds where good color, good
surface, durability and resistance to
chemicals and liquids of various kinds
Photronic Kit
is desired. The coating on metal is
flexible and will not easily chip off as
THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT occurs with many enamels used on iron.
CORPORATION, 614 Frelinghuysen Ave., -Electronics.
Newark, N. J., has just announced a
+
new, inexpensive Photronic control kit
which is being marketed especially for
those engineers and manufacturers who A portable oscillograph
prefer to do their own experimenting
with photo-electric control for mechan- AN ENTIRELY NEW OSCILLOGRAPH, difical equipment, operations and for proc- fering greatly from previous designs,
has been developed by the Westinghouse
esses of various kinds.
The kit contains all the equipment Electric and Manufacturing Company,
necessary for the engineer to start im- East Pittsburgh, Pa., using a new type
mediate experiments. The equipment of optical system and galvanometer.
can be used as a smoke detector, burglar This new instrument may be used as
alarm, turbidity detector, door opener, conveniently as an ordinary voltmeter
counter for all classes of service, safety or ammeter, and has other characteristics which will extend the range of apdevice on machines, etc.
The cell included in the kit is the plication of oscillographic instruments.
Weston Photronic cell which has the
peculiar faculty of transforming light
energy directly into electrical energy,
and operates the Weston relays without
the use of any auxiliary apparatus or
batteries. As far as is known, the cell
has unlimited life and the output is constant. Its spectral response is about the
same as the human eye, so that it is
extremely sensitive to color changes and
is finding wide application wherever
processes must be controlled by changes

A NEW

an ordinary amplifier for their faithful
reproduction. It may also be used for
many laboratory problems not connected
with the cathode-ray oscillograph.
This Du Mont Type 136 amplifier is
a three stage unit with power supply
which has a voltage amplification of 500
and will deliver 50 volts r.m.s. to the
cathode-ray tube. The input impedance
is one megohm and the output impedance
is 7000 ohms resistive. The ratio of
output to input voltages does not vary
more than 3 per cent from the 1000 cycle
value between 10 and 100,000 cycles in
which range the phase shift is proportional to frequency, there being a lag of in color. Electronics.
8 degrees at the upper frequency. The
ratio of output to input voltages does
not vary by more than 5 db. from the
1000 cycle value between 100 kc. and Ignition filter
900 kc.

C. M. SHERWOOD & COMPANY, 80
The amplifier is priced at $120, com- Seventh St., Long Island City, have deplete with tubes. Electronics.
veloped an ignition filter for the protection of automobile radio sets, which
has as its feature a low resistance of
only 200 ohms, in comparison with resistances up to 40,000 ohms, of other
of spark suppressors. This low
forms
Transformers and chokes
resistance insures a hot spark, according
results in imCENTRAL RADIO CORPORATION, Beloit, to Mr. Sherwood, and so
elimiperformance,
automobile
proved
Wisconsin, has added a transformer and
speed,
producand
loss
of
power
nating
This
choke division to its socket line.
new division will specialize in small tion of carbon, sluggish acceleration, intransformers, audio frequency and filter creased gasoline consumption, and sticky
chokes, featuring new designs in this valves, all of which are caused by weak
field. Exhaustive field and laboratory ignition sparks failing to fire the fuel
tests over a period of two years have gases in the cylinders. Electronics.

The instrument is entirely self-contained and may be operated from a 110 volt, 60 -cycle lighting circuit without
auxiliary attachments. The oscillograph
is very compact as shown by its over-all
dimensions which are 8 in. by 14 in. by
11 in. Its total weight is approximately
18 lbs. Both galvanometers may be
used for measurements of potentials up
to 300 volts or currents up to 10 amperes without the use of external resistors.Electronics.
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Insulating sleeving

static reducer and eliminates various
disturbances. On account of the short
aerial used with auto radios, the Lenz
company builds antenna cables of
1 -inch overall diameter. This is accomplished by using a cotton filler before
applying the copper shield. A braid of
cotton treated with weatherproofing
applied over the copper shield can be
furnished if desired.Electronics.

WILLIAM BRAND & COMPANY, makers
of electrical insulating materials, 268
Fourth Ave., New York City, have produced a new saturated sleeving which
offers a very high resistance to extreme
breakdown voltages. This new sleeving
replaces untreated sleeving, and permits
a rigid form of insulation on lead wires,
etc., allowing assemblies in places where
soft sleeving offers considerable difficulty. The new material remains perfectly round, and retains its resiliency. Elevator levelling relay
Tests made of the yellow sleeving have IN THIS WESTINGHOUSE UNIT, having
shown it to withstand breakdown po- three housings, light-sensitive tubes in
tentials of 6,900 volts.-Electronics.
two outer housings are illuminated by
a lamp in the center housing. Vanes in
elevator shaft at floor level pass between
housings,
being so located as to bring
Molybdenum and tungsten
car to the exact floor level. If car, is
!'HE AMERICAN ELECTRO METAL COR- off level in one direction one phototube
PORATION, with factory at Lewiston, is illuminated and if off in the opposite
Maine, and offices at 65 Madison Ave., direction the opposite phototube is
New York City, is producing very pure illuminated, resulting in inching of
molybdenum and tungsten. Its molybdenum wire is made up in accordance
with customers' specifications, in various diameters and in any temper, suitable for grids in radio tubes, supports
for incandescent lamps, and supports
for electrodes for all kinds of vacuum
tubes, including X-ray tubes. A special field for ribbon and heavy wire is
for electric furnaces where a high temperature is required. Molybdenum is
also made in other forms, such as rods,
sheets, "boats" for annealing furnaces,
plates, shields for X-ray tubes, etc.
Besides molybdenum, the company
supplies as a specialty tungsten rods in
large quantities for the manufacture of
tungsten contacts tungsten targets for elevator motor to bring
car in correct
X-ray tubes and all kinds of internal position within
winch
of
floor level.
parts for X-ray tubes. It has also de- Some 36 of these are installed
at Radio
veloped a tungsten sheet with a guarCity, New York, and eighteen are inanteed purity of 99.5 to 99.7 per cent. stalled
in the new Chicago postoffice.
This sheet is exceptionally ductile in
Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturconsequence of its purity. The sheet
ing
Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.can be bent and stamped into shapes.
Electronics.
It can be supplied down to a thickness
of 0.050 mm. Upoa special request it
can be supplied as thin as 0.030 mm.Electronics.
Wire -wound resistors
;

Microvolter
FERRIS

INSTRUMENT

CORPORATION,

Boonton, N. J., has developed its Model
10B microvolter as a convenient, portable unit for sensitivity measurements
on radio receivers. It is intended for
factory and field testing, and for much
of the use in laboratory and development work where all the features of a
more expensive signal generator are not
needed.
It covers a frequency range of 150
to 20,000 kcs. by means of six coils included in the instrument. This permits
measurement not only at broadcast and
intermediate frequencies, but at practically all frequencies covered by the
vast majority of aircraft, police and
other high frequency receivers.-Electronics.

Transformers, Sockets
THE CENTRAL RADIO CORPORATION, 156
Roosevelt Ave., Beloit, Wis., has developed a line of transformers and
chokes designed to conserve space while
providing the same or improved operating characteristics. The line includes
m i c r o p h on e-coupling transformers,
speaker transformers, filter and output
chokes. Class A and Class B audio
transformers are also available for any
of the new tube combinations in the
small dimensions which characterize
the CRC line.
The company also makes the CRC
socket in all types, employing heavy
26 -gauge cadmium-plated clips, with
extra heavy solder lugs, and strong

wiping contacts.-Electronics.

Turntable for transcriptions

THE SYNCHRO - MOTIVE INSTRUMENT
COMPANY, Chrysler Building, New
York City, has developed turn -table
equipment for reproducing broadcast
transcriptions, which gives accurate
speed regulation "without waver."
A COMPLETE LINE OF wire -wound resisThe equipment is made in three differtors has been placed on the market by ent models, Model "ST" is a 33* r.p.m.
Radio wires and cords
the Atlas Resistor Company of 423 synchronous motor used for reproducing
Broome St., New York City. The re- 33* r.p.m. recordings only.
Model
THE RADOLEK COMPANY, 601 West sistance
wire
is wound on special -proc- "CT" is a combination 334 and 80 r.p.m.
Randolph St., Chicago, is distributor for ess porcelain
tubes and is of the finest synchronous motor for reproducing both
the Lenz Electric Manufacturing Com- grade enameled
nichrome. The range 33* and 80 r.p.m. records.
Model
pany,1751 North Western Ave., Chicago, of resistances
"DCT"
available
runs
is a combination of two model
from
50
handling its radio cords, cables and ohms
to 100,000 ohms and varies from "CT" units, and is equipped with a
wires. These products include Lenz the
small 2 -watt sizes to the large 100 - mounting panel for fading controls.
wire, radio speaker cords of both watt
Special sizes can be made With this model it is possible to fade
magnetic and dynamic types, extension upon units.
application.
from 334 to 80 r.p.m. recordings through
cords, headset cords, microphone cables,
By employing the pack -winding the same mixing circuit, without mak1
shielded cables, and shielded antenna method,
these resistors have been made ing any changes in the pick-up inpt.*
conductors.
as physically small as is consistent with circuits.
Shielded cables are used in connec- good
engineering practice. Owing to
The change in speed is controlled by
tion with automobile-radio, public- the special
enamel
varnish
used,
heat
a
switch. These machines can be supaddress systems, and other sound equip- radiation
is
ment. The closely woven shield of sures long greatly facilitated. This in- plied with Audak pick-ups to play
life and permanency of re- lateral and vertical -cut records.-Elecannealed tinned -copper wires acts as a sistance values.
Electronics.
tronics.
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One of the new Rectifilter units
equipped with a copper -oxide dry -plate
rectifier, is designed for telephone
switchboard service and delivers 24
volts at 2 amperes from a 115 -volt a.c.
source.
Another model, designed particularly
for apartment house telephone and
other interphone systems, because of the
simplicity of the Rectifilter design, can
be stocked by dealers and installed
within a few minutes in place of batteries by connecting the a.c. line and
the d. -c. load to the proper terminals.

B power device

The B -power supply unit produced by
Herman A. DeVry, Inc., 1111 Center
St., Chicago, Ill., is not merely a vibrating interrupter, but a means of obtaining a true alternating current from
a battery source. The frequency (150
cycles) remains constant under wide
variations of d.c. input voltages, as the
frequency is directly dependent upon the
weight and tension of the armature.
Being compound -wound, the unit provides automatic voltage regulation under
varying load conditions. This is accom- -Electronics.
plished by automatically increasing the
amplitude of the vibrating armature
when the transformer secondary load is

Crystal microphones
increased.
The variation of current in the primary of the power transformer is depend- THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
ent upon the pressure and resistance of 3715 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, has
the contact surfaces. Increased pressure developed a new line of Brush grille caused by the increase in amplitude type microphones, employing Rochelleraises the primary voltage when the sec- Salt crystals. These microphones employ a new principle which, the makers
ondary load is increased.
believe, will prove revolutionary in
supply
power
The standard DeVry B
production. Moreover, in emsound
for auto radio sets delivers 220 volts at
ploying
this new principle, the line of
40 mils. The unit in the DeVry sound microphones
gets away from the diffion -film recorder delivers 650 volts at 40
are inherent in diaphragm
which
culties
be
may
mils. The same converter unit
inasmuch
as the sound -wave
types,
adapted to many other electronic demicrophone with no
the
passes
through
vices.-Electronics.
subsequent distortion due to pressure
doubling or cavity resonance.
The following types are now available
Motor overload protection
Type G-20-The general-purpose studio microphone. It consists of twenty
FOR THE OVERLOAD PROTECTION of frac- "sound cells" connected to give the retional-horsepower single-phase motors, quired output-mounted in monel-metal
the Square D Company, industrial con- cage and plug.
troller division, Milwaukee, Wis., offers
Type G-1-Single "sound cell" in
the new "Knockout" overload breaker. case, must be within about 30 ft. of preIt is designed to mount on and wire amplifier.
Ideal where microphone
into a standard -in. knockout. The must be concealed in film recording, for
case is made of bakelite and the overall announcing, for use in parabola and as
dimensions are only 21-Ss in. high, 1¡ in. "lapel" microphone.
wide and 14 in. deep. The breaker is of
Condenser head substitutes may be
the thermal, melting -alloy type. After used to replace present condenser head
an overload trips the breaker, it is reset in amplifier, converting condenser into
from an indicating button no replace- crystal microphone, doing away with
ment parts are required. The contacts frequent adjustments and greatly imare silver to silver, single pole, double proving the response. Electronics.
hp.,
break. The maximum rating is
110 or 220 volts, a.c.Electronics.
:

;

Condensers
Rectifiers
THE SQUARE D COMPANY, Detroit,
Mich., has increased its copper oxide
and tube rectifiers.
The Square D "Rectifilter" converts
alternating current to direct current
merely by connecting the input to any
regular a.c. source of supply. Models
are manufactured to power any equipment requiring d.c. Units delivering
output with a degree of a.c. component
down to 0.0002 volts are available.
Such requirements as telephone switchboards, signal and clock systems, fire
and police signal systems, sound -on -film
and broadcasting can be supplied.

THE NEW "SURGPROOF" line of condensers, developed by the Tobe Deutschman Corporation, Canton, Mass., includes many radically new condenser
units that will meet every service re-

quirement. The experience obtained
from the development of Tobe "Filterettes," in which condenser failures
absolutely cannot be* tolerated under
any circumstances, has fostered the
production of the "Surgproof" condenser which, as its name signifies, has
a safety factor great enough to allow
the condenser to withstand the surges
and transient voltages that are responsible for so many condenser break-

downs.-Electronics.

Transfer relay
WARD

LEONARD

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

Mount Vernon, N. Y., announces a
relay adaptable to applications where
the circuit requires up and down contacts separate from each other. It is
particularly suitable for transfer purposes where it is necessary, upon operation of the relay, that one or more circuits open and one or more separate
and independent circuits close.

Four Pole Relay
2 uor>unlly closed,
2 AW,,,ally ope,,

The relay is equipped with four poles,
two of which are normally open and two
normally closed. Contacts may be easily rearranged for single -pole operation.
Stiff -metal switch blades, or contact
fingers, spring shackled and equipped
with ample size silver -to -silver contacts
to allow a comparatively high ampere
rating make the relay a desirable unit
for heavy duty relay or light duty contactor service.Electronics.

Soldering -iron pyrometer
THE CORRECT TEMPERATURE at the tip
of a soldering iron varies with the kind
and size of the work and the rate at
which the operation is being done. If

the temperature which gives the best
results is known for a certain class of
soldering work, the source of heating
energy or the size of the iron used may
be varied to give this desired temperature continuously, thus avoiding all
trouble due to underheated or overheated irons.
The Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, Newark, N. J., has a
model 659 pyrometer which indicates
the temperature of the soldering iron
tip accurately and quickly. The instrument consists of a 3+ -inch panel type
meter connected to a special thermocouple, which is located in a small bead
of solder at the center of a lava disc
on the base of the stand. Its scale is
calibrated 32 to 800 degrees Fahrenheit.
To measure the temperature of the
soldering iron tip it is only necessary
to place the tip in contact with the
solder on the disc which becomes
melted and transmits heat to the couple.
This causes the instrument to indicate
directly the temperature of the iron
itself. The readings obtained are practically instantaneous. Electronics.
263
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Radio Circuits

PATENTS

Wave repeating system. Method by
which signals from a local broadcasting
station can be picked up at a receiver
ELECTRONICS
station and relayed to another receiver
on a different frequency. Each receiver
station uses directive receiving and
transmitting antennas and somewhat difevacuated envelope and electrodes cap- ferent frequencies
able of being moved. D. C. Prince, transmitting. A. N. for receiving and
Goldsmith, assigned
assigned to G. E. Co. No. 1,919,987.
to R.C.A. Filed April 30, 1932, No.
Electrical
measurement
circuits. 1,918,262.
Method of comparing an unknown imShort-wave broadcasting. A receiving
pedance with a known impedance by system
for relaying signals of the order
means of a tube bridge circuit. G. A. of one meter
so using directive transStone, assigned to Central Scientific Co., mitting and or
receiving antennas. Fritz
filed Oct. 27, 1931. No. 1,919,538.
Schröter, assigned to Telefunken. Filed
Sorting device. Operation of a number April 5, 1930, No. 1,918,291.
Multi -element tube circuit. Radio reof light sensitive cells in series for sorting articles. V. K. Zworykin, assigned ceiver using a multiple function tube
to W. E. & M. Co., June 16, 1927. No. having elements of an amplifier and two
rectifiers with circuits for rectification,
1,922,188.
Manufacturing accurate inductance. A automatic volume control, and a -f ammethod of winding inductance coils plification. P. O. Farnham, assigned to
having accurate predetermined induc- R. F. L., Inc. No. 1,919,160, filed Nov.
tance value by connecting the coil to an 4, 1932.
Remote -control circuit. Patents granted
oscillator during the winding, varying
to
Bowden Washington and Wilson
the frequency of oscillation in accordance
with variation in the inductance of the Aull, Nos. 1,918,674 and 1,918,683, ascoil, comparing the frequency produced signed to Remotrole Corp., on methods
with a standard frequency and arresting for remotely operating and controlling
the coil forming operation when the radio receivers.
Automatic control system. Method by
varying frequency reaches a predetermined value. W. F. Ewald, assigned to which at least two independent station
Telefunken, Sept. 19, 1930. No. 1,921,869. selector switches can be operated which
will tune all the circuits in a receiver to
the desired station. W. V. B. Roberts,
assigned to R.C.A., filed June 27, 1929.

IN THE FIELD OF
Electron Tube Applications
Voltage indicating apparatus. A d -c
source. the voltage of which is to be kept
within a desired range and the method
by which glow tubes can be connected
across various portions of this voltage,
one tube breaking down when a voltage
reaches the upper limit of the desired
range and the other tube breaking down
when the voltage reaches the lower limit.
P. H. Crago, assigned to Union Switch
& Signal Co., filed March 29, 1932. No.
1,918,834.

Cathode-ray sweep circuit. Method of
producing stationary images of re -current alternating waves consisting in electrostatically locking the sweep frequency
with the phenomena to be observed.
F. G. Patterson, assigned to G. E. Co.,
filed July 23, 1931. No. 1,919,985.
Thunderstorm indicator. Method of
indicating the presence of electrostatic
charges, such as thunderstorms or electric field potentials. Ross Gunn, Washington, D. C. Filed March 17, 1930. No.
1,919,215.

Frequency division system. A three element gaseous discharge tube, condensers, etc., for effecting divisions in
frequency energy. R. M. Page and
W. F. Curtis. Washington, D. C., filed
Dec. 24, 1930.

No. 1,919,251
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Signal control for demand meters.
Combination of a three -element tube and
a demand meter. James Hyslop, Terre
Haute, Ind., filed Dec. 27, 1932. No.
1,919,514.

Distance determination. Method for
measuring distance by means of sound
waves including time delays and amplifying tubes. Charles Eisengapf, assigned to Siemens & Halske.
No.
1,919,015.

D.c.-a.c. system. Apparatus for
mitting energy between direct and transnating current circuits comprising altermionic tubes and a transformer therwith
a -c and d-c windings. G. A. Sabbah,
assigned to G. E. Co., No. 1,918,870.
Power converting apparatus. Method
using vapor discharge tubes, resonant
circuits or charged capacitator circuits
for providing a.c. from d.c. No. 1,919,976
and 1,919,977 to A. S. Fitzgerald, as-

signed to G. E. Co.
Vacuum interrupting apparatus. A circuit interrupter comprising a highly

No. 1,918,826.

Stabilized receiver. Method for using
the capacitance between stators of tuning system condensers for producing
variable feed-back for neutralization at
the short-wave end of the spectrum.
W. V. B. Roberts, assigned to R.C.A.,
filed April 15, 1929. No. 1,919,906.
Interference suppressor. A band-pass
filter system for selecting desired electrical oscillations of a given frequency
band and suppressing frequencies outGyro system. An electrical non -con- side of this band. L. L. Jones, Oratacting thermionic tube follow-up system dell, N. J., filed March 6, 1928. No.
for gyroscopic compasses. D. A. Whitt- 1,919,948.
kuhns, assigned to Sperry Gyroscope,
Radio direction finder. A two-loop
Nov. 4, 1930. No. 1,921,983. See also No. system with a commutating means for
1,921,982 to Sperry on a remote control reversing the direction of one of the
loops. H. Antranikian, Paris, France.
system.
Control circuits. Patents Nos. 1,921,786 No. 1,920,159.
to 1,921,789 inclusive to C. G. Suits, assigned to G. E. Co., filed between January and July, 1932, on non-linear circuits, saturable core reactor apparatus,
Amplification, Generation, etc.
etc.
Sound and image transmission. SiB. eliminator protection. A step-up
d -c converter comprising a transformer, multaneous transmission of electric curan interrupter and a rectifier with a relay rents, one having a characteristic correconnecting across the filter connection a sponding to the appearance of a speaker
resistance approximating the normal out- and the other variation corresponding to
put load which is removed when the his speech. F. M. Ryan, assigned to
normal load is put on the tube. W. W. B.T.L., filed April 19, 1927. No.

Garstang, Indianapolis, Ind., July 30, 1,919,804.
1932. No. 1,921,461.
Image reproducing system. Method
of reproducing a picture at a distance
comprising projecting a moving scanr
ning light spot of constant intensity upon
a first picture reproducing screen and
moving a second screen relative to the
first screen. J. J. Rogan, assigned to
Hygrade Sylvania Corp., filed Nov. 22,
1929.

264
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MOLDED CARBON VOLUME

CONTROL

by

STACKPOLE
Keeps pace with

Radio Progress

9

FEATURES
of design which
promote performance
Protection offered in fully insulated bushing and shaft
A bakelite hub carries the spring arm
and the contact for the moving element.
The shaft is molded into the other end
of this bakelite hub. Mounting bushing

and shaft are thus fully insulated from
entire Control Resistor.

2

Accurate switch operation

5

6

Smooth action and noiseless
operation

7

Simple mounting

The cam dog which operates the A.C.
switch on switch type variable resistors,
is assembled as a composite part of the
moving arm member. Accurate switch
operation in respect to the resistance
curve or hop -off value is assured.

3

4

Stable and solid assembly
Rugged stop pins are accurately located
through the resistor element and the
bakelite frame and hold the entire assembly into one solid form.

Easy assembly
The lugs of the resistor as well as those
on the AC Switch are tin dipped to
facilitate the soldering of connecting
wires.

REACH FOR
THE

JOY OF LIVING

one-piece special tempered spring
arm maintains constant spring tension
against a nickel chrome, highly polished,
non -corrosive sliding shoe. Smooth and
easy rotation of the variable resistor
arm is assured.
A

A standard brass bushing for one -hole
mounting is fully insulated from the

arm and resistor element.

8

Quiet, easy operation
The shaft

is of non -rusting cadmium
plated steel, perfectly fitted in the bore
of the brass bushing to provide smooth
and quiet operation.

And
9 A

New, Permanent, Molded Carbon

RESISTOR ELEMENT
Stackpole offers the first control of its
type and the first compact variable resistor which is permanent and unaffected by humidity.
The thick molded carbon resistor element, mounted on bakelite frame, is
made in much the same way as permanent carbon resistors. Its hard glasslike surface is the result of firing at
high temperatures and assures imperviousness to humidity-hard usage and

varying temperatures. Stackpole Molded
Carbon Volume Controls will carry considerable current, are free from capacity
effect, and have low heat and voltage coefficient. They are smooth and quiet in
any circuit.
Made in any value from a few hundred
ohms to a couple of megohms with any
desired resistance taper and any hop off
or fixed value of resistance at either or
both ends.

More than 50% of
the new radio sets

today use
Stackpole fixed

made

Carbon Resistors in
their initial production.

STACKPOLE CARBON CO.
ST. MARYS, PA.
ELECTRONICS -September,1933
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This trademark is assurance that your
receivers will not "come back" because of
resistor troubles.
Check your specifications and prices against Clarostat volume and tone controls, ballasts,
metal can resistors, M. H. Potentiometers, etc., etc.
Metal Can Resistors-Clarostat offers a complete line of
asbestos covered, enclosed in metal can resistors. They may
be had in straight resistors, tapped resistors and in many
other varieties.

- x32

They are so constructed to mount flush to the chassis; or
raised off the chassis to your specifications; or upright
mounting position; the entire height not exceeding the
height of the radio set's tubes.

thread.

I

I

M. H. Potentiometers-Equipped with screw driver or standard knob adjustment, extremely compact. Power ratingOne watt; Resistance range -10 to 1,000 ohms; Tolerance -Overall plus or minus 10%, Tap plus or minus 10%.

With the uncertain price situation, now is the time to check all your resistor requirements against
Clarostat prices and quality. Wire or write for details.

Clarostat Manufacturing Co., Inc.
285

North 6th Street, Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

Leading Auto Radio Manufacturers are using
this Effortless, Accurate, Safe control
They favor it because it simplifies design, improves performance, makes any
set easy to install in any car, never
gives trouble, and assures owner satisfaction.

It's the S. S. WHITE Shaft described
below that makes this control a complete success. It provides tuning that is
as effortless and accurate as a direct

connection.

CONTROL
tuning, volume
and switch, right
under the driver's
hand, permits operation without shifting position or taking eyes off the road.
of

RECEIVER
S. S. WHITE

can be mounted in the

FLEXIBLE SHAFT No. 150 L 53
with METALLIC CASING
No. 170 Al

most favorable position
in the car with respect
to avoiding electrical,
structural and physical

interference.

Expressly developed for remote control of radio, this shaft has minimum torsional deflection, and deflection is equal for either direction
of rotation. When properly applied,
deflection is virtually eliminated. A
feature of the casing is its small
size, .255" O.D.

WRITE FOR full
details of this shaft
and casing. Samples
furnished to responsible manufacturers.

The S. S. WHITE Dental

Mfg. Co. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

Knickerbocker Bldg.
New York, N. Y.

d

6
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a

complete line

of Graphite

Aiiode Tubes by

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, through its newly established Electronics
Department, is now in production on a complete new line of transmitting
tubes which are revolutionary in design. They employ the new graphite
anode structure conceived and perfected by the engineering organization
of Hygrade Sylvania Corp. To the many inherent good features of the
Sylvania line, the graphite anode adds the following major advantages:
1.

High plate dissipation without overheating. This is a direct result of the
high thermal emissivity of graphite.

2. Lower operating temperature at the
anode. This results in a lower operating
temperature of the other electrodes,
thereby preventing secondary and primary emission from the grid.
3.

Uniformity of characteristics. The
physical properties of graphite permit
exact processing. Graphite does not
warp under high temperatures and the
mechanical dimensions of the anode

remain constant. Proper relation between tube elements retained in this
manner, preserve the normal electrical
characteristics of the tube.
4. Long life. Comparative freedom from
gas is another important effect of the

graphite anode and the high vacuum
obtainable results in longer tube life.
A process developed in the Electronics
Laboratory of Hygrade Sylvania Corporation enables us to treat carbon in
such a manner that it is reduced to pure
graphite with all amorphous carbon and
other impurities removed.

Early this year Hygrade Sylvania Corp. established a separate new plant in
Clifton, N. J., for the design and production of radio transmitters, transmitting tubes, industrial power tubes, and custom-built electronic devices.
This plant contains most modern research and manufacturing facilities.
Unhampered by obsolete dies, processes and routine, Hygrade Sylvania has
been able to go exclusively now to this revolutionary new design.

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

Sylvania Tubes

Hygrade Lamps
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
SALEM, MASS.

..,

i

PORTLAND, ORE.

ELECTRONICS

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

FACTORIES
EMPORIUM, PA.

ST.

MARYS, PA.

WAREHOUSE FACILITIES IN
PHILADELPHIA, PA. LOS ANGELES, CAL. ATLANTA, GA.

September, 1933
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SALEM, MASS.

CLIFTON, N.

J.

NEW YORK, N.Y.

KENYON

PRODUCTS

$

Specify

KENYON
TRANSFORMERS!
Because KENYON ranks among pioneer transformer specialists.
All parts manufactured in KENYON plant, including coil winding. Electrical and mechanical characteristics of both raw materials and finished units constantly checked by completely equipped
research laboratory. From start to finish, nothing is overlooked,
skimped, forgotten. That's why KENYON means transformer
quality at the right price for lasting satisfaction. Thus .
.
.

for Laboratory Standards
Laboratory Standard Audio Components meet highest standards. Really flat
curve in components and assemblies. High
efficiency attained through proper and
liberal proportioning of materials. Housed
in high -permeability cast-iron cases. Crosstalk proof. No. A.C. hum pickup. Electrostatic shielded coil structure. Thoroughly
vacuum -impregnated and sealed against
moisture and climate. Complete line for all
needs.
KENYON

HEY QUALIFY!
Constant use in all parts of the world, almost instantaneous change from freezing cold to tropical heat, extreme
dryness and intense humidity-these are but a few of
the factors to be considered in airplane radio equipment.
Here all the adverse conditions met with in years of
ordinary radio use-plus many new ones besides-may
be encountered in a few short hours. Here, precious
human lives and the completion of important schedules
may depend on the ability of resistors to function properly at all times.
Yet standard IRC Resistor units meet all requirements.
You'll find them specified by leading air lines-find them
in daily use from Alaska to Montevideo, from Los Angeles
to New York, from Hong Kong to Peiping. Not only do
they qualify by test-they excel in actual year 'round performance in this, the most exacting of all resistor proving
grounds.

for
or Dependable Power Packs
Compact but husky power transformer
supplying combined filament and plate
voltages. Also filament transformers, center -tapped secondaries. Conservatively
rated for continuous, troubleproof operation. Likewise reactors or choke coils,
Complete KENYON rectifier assemblies
made to order, as well as voltage regulators.

for Long -Life Transmitters
Conservatively rated components manufactured for many years for broadcast
and amateur transmission. Any voltage
and any current output can be met. Filter
and plate transformers, also filter and
modulation reactors. Highest quality
both in performance and in handsome
appearance. KENYON components are
used in many transmitters the world
over.

SUBMARINES, TOO
Far below the surface of the
sea as well as in the air, IRC
units will be found in daily
use-delivering 100% resistor
performance under the most
adverse conditions. Certainly
no better practical demonstration of quality could be
asked for the resistors specified for your own product
regardless of where or how
it is to be used.

Write for literature on 1RC Resistor construction
and performance.
Or, if you have special resistor
problems, let IRC engineers help you solve them
as they have done for many others.

And

for¡ AnyijSpecial,Purpoosse

In addition to the complete line of standard radio transformers
and chokes, the KENYON engineering and production departments are ready to design and make special equipment for any
radio, laboratory, electrical or industrial need. No job is too
large; none is too small. Just try KENYON!

Send for Catalog covering the standard line of
KENYON radio tram sformers and chokes. And

do not hesitate to place your transformer problems before our engineer s. or to send along

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE
2100 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

your specifications for our quotations.
CO.

in Canada, 74 Wellington St. W., Toronto,
Ont.

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
122-124 Cypress Ave.
September, 1933
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leatiie
unsurpassed

as a

high -frequency ceramic dielectric

is

now

commercially available for service in the products of manufacturers in the electronics and communications industries.

Tried and perfected during nearly half
ment and manufacture, Steatite
posal of engineers in

a

is

a

century of develop-

today placed at the dis-

form best suited to their requirements.

Lower in radio frequency loss than any insulator in its par-

PROPERTIES

ticular class, remarkably strong, resistant to fracture, and non -

Power Factor
.09-.20%*

hygroscopic, Steatite may be cast, machined, extruded or

Dielectric Constant
5.0-5.8*

moulded in

a

variety of shapes and sizes to specifications.

The Dielectric Products Company, in association with the

General Ceramics Company, the largest producer of its

Water Absorption
After 24 Hrs.
Immersion

kind in America, will engage in the development, manu-

None

cation to all branches of the electronic and communications

Tensile Strength
7,850-12,000
lbs./ sq."

facture and marketing of Steatite compositions for appli-

industries.

Complete engineering data, cost and delivery

information will be furnished promptly in response to general inquiries as well as to definite specifications.

Transverse Strength
17,000 to 19,800
lbs./sq."
* Actual value depends
upon frequency, temperature and composition.

J. L. Bernard and

H.

T.

Carey, formerly of Isolantite, Inc., are

now associated with the Dielectric Products Co., in New York.

DIELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
11

New York, N. Y.

Park Place

ELECTRONICS -September,1933
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Improved REMOTE CONTROL

f

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS or RADIO
Automotive Pioneers-Since 1905
this organization has pioneered
and sold a major part of speedometer shafts for the automotive
industry. With its large facilities, it can assure quality and
prompt delivery of auto radio remote control shafting.

Hundreds of Thousands of Feet
of Fischer Remote Control Cables
and Casings are now giving satisfactory duty in sets on the road.
The sealed and squared Cable
ends have won over scores of
manufacturers to its use because
of its ease in attaching more firmly to shaft tips and when used
direct under set screw there is
no possibility of unraveling.

RA

Ne /V

Lower Prices
Improved Designs

The flexible Cables have the proper number of wire
strands to eliminate back lash and give instántaneaus
adjustment. The special twin ply Casing for the protection of the Cable is finely finished in black enamel. This
perfect combination of Cable and Casing can be made in
any desired size and length to given specifications.

u.sr.

WE DO OUR PART

of AmerTran De Luxe Transformers
AmerTran De Luxe Transformers listed below
are of the same high quality as similar unite
manufactured during the past 10 years but
prices have been considerably reduced and
designs have been revised to permit full advantage of new tube ratings. They are recommended as the best available standard equipment for use in precision amplifiers in
broadcasting stations, recording studios, and
laboratories.

i

ew

Wire or write for samples and individual design data.

The CHAS. FISCHER SPRING CO.
240 KENT AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
11111111iiim11111111111111111en IIIII
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Mica Condensers

of modern design at popular prices
=

For radio transmitter, laboratory, tube plant bornbarder, high -frequency oscillator-no matter what your
needs-there is a CornellDubilier Mica Condenser.
For instance:
E.

Here is a popular priced
mica condenser.
Molded
bakelite case. Rugged. Constant capacity. Moistureproof. Extremely low electrical losses. Ideal for low power transmitters, radio
and audio circuits, laboratory apparatus, bridge circuits, etc. 1000, 2000e 3000
and 5000 volt A.C., .00005 to
.10 mfd. units.

E.

DE LUXE LINE

Type

No.
D-12
D-21
D-51
D-81

Interstage: 1 pl. to gr., 0 dB
Interstage: 1 pl. to p, p gr., 10 dB
Interstage: p/p pl. to p/p gr., 18 dB
Input: 200 or 500 w. to 1 gr., o dB
Output: 1-227 pl. to 200 or 500 w., 10
dB
Mixer: 200 or 500 w. to 200 or 500 w , D-31
Output: p/p 2A3 pl. to 15,71/5/31 w , D-91
34 dB
Output: p/p 2A3 pl. to 500 and 15 w , D-64
34 dB
Output: 500 w. to 15/71/5/31 w., 34 D-103
1

dB

D-135

SILCOR LINE
List Typt
List
Price
No.
Price
$7.00
8.50
10.00
10.00
8.50
8.50

18.00
18.00
18.00

J-711
J-721
J-751
J-771
J-731
J-791
J-822
J-752
J-831

$4.50
5.00
6.Od

5.51
5.50

Just one of a large line of Cornell-Dubilier Mica Condensers for every radio, electronic and industrial purpose.

5.50
5.50

Write

5.50
8.00

NOTE: Above tabulation lists only nine popular types-complete
catalog on request. List Prices effective August 1, 1933.

AMERTRAN
TRANSFORME

for new 1933 catalog covering the combined
Cornell and Dubilier lines of condensers.

CORNELL- I) UBILIER CORPORATION

American Transformer Company

Transformer builders for over 31 years
178 Emmet St.,
Newark,

muummr_

}-Oyu

_

AmerTran SilCor
Audio Transformers

AinerTran SilCor Transformers have been
developed to satisfy the demand for quality
audio transformers at popular prices. They
are similar in design and construction to
"De Luxe" transformers but have core laminations of silicon steel instead of high permeability alloy. They are highly satisfactory for
all usual requirements in public-address equipment and other commercial requirements.

.

4377 Bronx Boulevard

N. J.
F.

te
.EG.

10

V

S .PT.

New York City

O/f
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1934
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WATTS POWER OUTPUT

HIGH SENSITIVITY
L®w Set

Manufacturing Cost

Super Triode
Technical Data Mailed Upon Request
Write

JOHNSONBURG
RADIO CORPORATION
JOHNSONBURG.,PENNA.

Licensed by RCA and Revelation Patent Holding Co.
I

.I.I:CI'RON1CS

-

11
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SHAKEPROOF

For critical buyers of

\s

LAMINATED BAKELITE

Use of the most advanced automatic control equipment and the finest of raw materials, including genuine Bakelite resins, enable us to produce "Lamicoid"

Laminated Bakelite parts which meet the severest
specifications.
Ask us for samples of parts we have made for radio
manufacturers and others. You are sure to be impressed by their clean-cut edges, fine workmanship,
and other highly desirable qualities.
"Lamicoid" is furnished in various types, finishes and
thicknesses; in fabricated form; and in sheets, tubes
and rods.

GIVE YOUR PRODUCT

¡MICA INSULATOR COMPANY!.
l..rk, 1. .; 542

THE"VIBRATION

= 200 Varick Street, New

1
So. Dearborn
(:hicago, Ill; _
1330 Schofield Building, Cleveland. Branches at RirStreet,
' bi.m,
Boston,
Cincinnati, Los Angele., San Francisco, Seattle. Canada
: Montreal, Toronto. llllllllilll

=
=

CONTROL,,
TEST'.
IF you would
like to know how

Shakeproof can improve the performance and lasting satisfaction of
your product-make this simple test.
First, equip one of your products with
Shakeproof Lock Washers and pack
it in a shipping case along with another
taken from your regular stock. Then,
turn these over to your shipping department with instructions to give
them plenty of rough handling-just
like the treatment they might experience in shipment to a

dealer. Next, unpack

them and examine each
connection-what you
"It's the
Twisted
Teetb that
LOCK'

Shah, .Nn,t,f
1'44

until.

tt.l.,nG
MN.

In all Volume Control

-

design consider...

t1

Send today for your free

copy of this complete

COLLOIDAL-GR.APHIUADATED
WATER

=

Shakeproof Catalog. Ex-

plains thoroughly the
many advantages that
Shakeproof offers-also
shows new patented

Forms on solids homogeneous,
conducting coatings of graphite
which are chemically inert.
The resistance can be readily
varied by merely increasing or
decreasing the concentration of
the solution employed.
Colloidal - graphited water is
achieving increased importance
as a means for forming conducting, inert surfaces on the interior
and exterior of glass envelopes
of electronic devices.

Shakeproof products.

see will tell you more
about Shakeproof protection and why it cuts

down complaints and repair costs than anything we can say. See for yourself-send for
testing samples today!

SEAXEPROOF

Lock Washer Company
((Division of Illinois Jool Works)
2 5 39 N. Keeler Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

$11te

e.

For further details send for
Technical Bulletin All

ACHESON OILDAG COMPANY
PORT HURON. MICH.
Type 19

Internal

Type 11.
External

U. S. Pat. 1,419.641 -1,604,122 -1,697.9,54 -1,7S2.3$7

Type 15.
Countersunk

-0t he- l'nt.

Type 20. Locking
Terminals

Pending-Foreign l':tt.
W 11111111111G
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Where resistor service
is exacting they say

REDUCES
MATERIAL
AND LABOR

are the most
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A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU

ACME WIRE

PRODUCTS

Insures

PERMANENT MAGNETS
METAL STAMPINGS

:

STEEL

Magnet Wire

St. at

& SKINNER
PRODUCTS CO.

Alvord

Indianapolis, Ind.
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Varnished Insulations
(Cambric, paper, silk, tape)
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Aerial Wire
For over 25 Years, suppliers to the largest radio and
electrical manufacturers.

THE ACME WIRE CO.
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As Mae IVest
Would Say:

Books

"Come up and see us sometime"-at the
National Electrical and Radio Exposition
in the Madison Square Garden, New York
City, from September 20th to 30th. You'll
find Electronics, Radio Retailing and the
other McGraw-Hill publications in booth
202 on the Exposition Floor, where they
keep the lions and tigers during the circus.
Members of our staff will be in attendance
and will be glad to meet our subscribers
and advertisers.

Added

\\4

logue includes supplement of
all latest books published up to July 1st. A guide to
stimulating, informative books by over 1200 leading minds
in business, industry and research. In its 246 pages, you'll
find clear, concise descriptions of more than 2000 books
covering many business and technical subjects. What's your
most urgent interest now? Somewhere in this big McGrawHill Catalogue you'll find the up-to-date books that will
experience
data
you need in solving
give the facts
your particular problem.

-

Send for

__

Incidentally, we're quite tickled that our
editor, O. H. Caldwell, will preside at the
New York ceremonies when Franklin D.
Roosevelt, from the White House in Washington, opens up the Exposition with the

- -

a

free copy of this catalogue

new electronic pen.

McGraw-Hill Book Company,
330 West 42nd Street, New York City.
Please send me, free of charge, your 1933 Catalogue and July 1 Supplement
of McGraw-Hill Books. I want to know more about: (Name subjects of
most interest to you)

electronics
a McGraw-Hill publication

71

330 West 42nd Street,_
New York, N. Y.

Name
Address.

F.

City

State.
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I

Love a Parade

New Haven, Conn.
I I

II

Each issue of Electronics is a parade before an audience
of 7000-your prospects and your customers, Mr. Manufacturer. Your advertisement is you in that parade-a
parade expected each month by 7000 spectators who pay
a subscription price for the privilege of watching the
parade
Are you in the parade?

Stranded and Allid)

II

I

was the title of a popular song some years ago.
But the philosophy behind the song is still sound. Buyers
appreciate the opportunity of witnessing a parade of
sellers and their wares. It's a quick, convenient way of
reviewing what the market has to offer.

(Filter and By -Pass)
also condensers for Power Factor Correction

I

I I I II

-that

Parvolt Condensers

II

LAMINATIONS
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Coils, Magnet Wire Wound

mIIII

TOOLS and DIES

THOMAS
23d
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Dependability

We Manufacture

All ACME products are made to
recognized commercial standards,
including those of
Nat'l Electrical Mfrs. Ass:l.
Radio Manufacturers' Assn.
Amer. So. for Testing Materials.

111

30 Years' Experience

.++til

.L9-33
I

1

Member ABC
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THE
NEW

WHEATSTONE
Shallcross BRIDGE
No. 630

This inexpensive, rugged, and reliable instrument can be

easily assembled by electrical technicians. Good accuracy
is attained by employing a set of very accurate
SHALLCROSS Resistors and a sensitive L & N Galvanometer.
Range, .01 ohms to 11.1 Megohms
Bulletin 630-K describing this instrument available on
request.

The accuracy of the No. 630 Wheatstone Bridge shown
above depends upon

SHALLCROSS Wire -Wound Resistors

/

/,

or 1% as
Calibrated to a precision of 1/10,
required.
Bulletins describing Shallcross Resistors, Meg ohm Decade
Resistance Boxes, and Radio Service Test Equipment, etc.,
are also available
MACDADE
COLLINGDALE.

SHALLCROSS MFG.

COVD.

A.
P'700
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CANNON

......,

Unique

Gives you variable A.C. Voltage .
better efficiency
range 0-130V

...

CABLE CONNECTORS

and regulation than rheostat.

JUST why are CANNON Plugs unique? Because
they are built to meet unique requirements.
Witness our solution of a unique problem!
The problem: How to design 31 groups of five
special outlets. Obviously, 155 floor boxes were
out of the question. Cannon solved the problem
by grouping five outlets in a single floor box (see
illustration) so that all outlets could be used simultaneously, or each singly. The solution was worked
out for exhibit booths in a scientific laboratory.
Cannon now builds over 400 Cable Connectors!

P.

E
g.

E

dervoltage, you can correct
for both with the Variac, an adjustable power
transformer that works as smoothly as a
rheostat.
Unlike the rheostat, you can increase voltage.
Unlike the rheostat, efficiency and voltage
regulation are high.
Use a Variac wherever you need an adjustable
voltage. It is ideal for correcting line voltage,
for overvoltage and undervoltage testing, for
speed control on small motors, for brilliancy
controls in stage and sign lighting.

TRADE MARK REG'D

Cable Connector
Use

CANNON

SPECIAL

ELECTRIC

5

SPECIFICATIONS: Works on any 115 -volt, 60 -cycle line.
Output, 5 amperes, 0-130 volts. Price, $16.50 as illustrated.
Data on request.

-OUTLET FLOOR BOX

CO.

DEVELOPMENT

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
Los Angeles, Calif.
420 West Avenue 33

N
A
CNINO
.7,

I

lu

1 1 11 1 1
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II I II

III
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ELECTRONICS

=

Eastern Representatives.

New York: Lewis & 8achs, 245 Fifth Ave.
Chicago: Jenkins & Adair, Inc., 3333 Belmont Ave.
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OVERVOLTAGE or un -

*PRONOUNCED
VARY-ACK

There is a
CANNON Plug
For Every

Write for
New Catalog.

VARIA C
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GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge

.

.

.

.

.

Massachusetts
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McGRAW.. HILL Books
for the Radio Engineer
RADIO
ENGINEERING

THEORY OF THERMIONIC
VACUUM TUBES
Fundamentals-Amplifiers-Detectors

by FREDERICK FM MONS TERMAN
Assoviate Professor of Electrical Engineering
Stanford University
688 pages, 6 x 9, 418 illustrations, $5.00

by E. LEON CHAFFEE
Professor of Physics, Harvard University
666 pages, 6 x 9, fully illustrated, $6.00

ACOMPREHENSIVE treatment covering all
phases of radio communication, written from
the viewpoint of the engineer who is interested not
only in qualitative descriptions of radio phenomena,
but also in making quantitative analyses for facilitating design and research.
The first part of the book covers the theory of
tuned circuits and the fundamental properties of
vacuum tubes and vacuum tube applications. The
latter part, specialized radio topics, such as radio
receivers and transmitters, wave propagation, antennas, and direction finding. It is a complete
reference book containing the fundamentals involved
in most of the problems faced by the practicing
engineer.

ALONG awaited book by one of the country's foremost authorities on
vacuum tubes. Its purpose is to cover the foundation of the subject
fully for those engaged in any branch of vacuum tube technique. It gives
a comprehensive theoretical treatment of the fundamentals of
thermionic
emission and the vacuum tube, and, besides the general properties
the
vacuum tube, covers in detail its use as an amplifier and detector. It of
avoids
discussion of multifarious circuits, but covers those principles, an understanding of which makes possible the analysis of any circuit and any
application.
The book has been in preparation eight years and embodies much original
material developed by the author, some of it published here for the first
time. Among this material is that on such subjects as the path of operation,
large -signal regeneration, regeneration in coupled circuits, detection, nonlinear elements, etc.

RADIO
ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK
Prepared by a staff of 22 specialists
under the editorship of
KEITH HENNEY
Associate Editor, Electronics
583 pages, 41/2 x 7, 482 illustrations, $5.00

THIS book gives the radio engineering profession its own handbook, equal in all
ways to the standard handbooks available in
other fields of engineering. Written by engineers for engineers, the book is thoroughly
technical, with broad emphasis on design.
It is

comprehensive and up-to-theminute, covering all fields
and aspects of radio engineering from fundamentals
to latest practical applications.
Every section has been
written by a specialist. Newest tubes and circuits, television, aircraft radio, short
wave, photocells, etc., are covered, with emphasis throughout on design data, presented
in a profusion of tables,
charts, equations, formulas
and diagrams, rather than
descriptive matter subject
to frequent change.

HIGH -FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
By AUGUST HUND, Fellow of the American Physical

Society.
Member Institute of Radio Engineers.
International Series in
6 x 9, 373 illustrations, $5.00.

Physics, 491 pages,

AREFERENCE book tor research workers, giving a thorough discussion
of high frequency phenomena applied to measurements. The subject
matter is treated critically, presenting up-to-date practice and theory. The
applications are presented in a manner elementary enough to meet the needs
of any one interested in carrying on high frequency measurements and
research work. The book represents a considerable amplification and modernization of the author's Hochfrequenzmesstechnik, published in Germany.

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Prepared by a staff of specialists, FRANK F. FOWLE, Consulting
Engineer, Editor-in -Chief. New Sixth Edition. 2816 pages 4'2 z 7,
profusely illustrated, $7.00.

THIS well-known Handbook has recently been published in a thoroughly
revised, greatly enlarged sixth edition. Now 600 pages larger than the
fifth edition; three-quarters new in subject matter. Every section has been
revised, many rewritten-whole new sections added-much new material in
telephony, telegraphy, radio and other parts of book-contributors increased
to 91-new mechanical features improving usability-every step to make it
representative of latest standards and practice-to continue it as the one
complete, dependable reference manual of the electrical engineering profession.

McGRAW-HILL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York City
Send me the books checked below for 10 days' examination on approval. I will
pay for those I keep, plus a few cents for postage and delivery, and return the
rest postpaid within 10 days of receipt. (We pay postage on Orders accompanied by remittance.)
D Chaffee-Theory of Thermionic Vacuum Tubes, $6.00.
D Terman-Radio Engineering, $5.00.
D Henney-Radio Engineering Handbook, $5.00.
D Hund-High-frequency Measurements, $5.00.
D Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, $7.00.

Name...............................................................
Address
City and State

Position
Company
(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.)
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MICROPHONE

$100.

used by

more than 200 broadcasting and sound studios
throughout the country. Improved new models. Features: 2 stage
amplifier using 864 tubes.
Hermetically sealed nitrogen -filled
head; acoustic equalizer; moisture proof; mica Insulated; copper
shielded head housing; audio filters eliminate oscillation.
Impedance outputs 50-200 or 500 ohms. Essentially fiat 40 to
10,000 c.p.s. Battery requirements 6 volts A.
180 volts B.
Output-15D.B. Floor. desk, bomb types.
Write for information on new Remler Remote Control Amplifier:
Microphone Power Supply Unit; speech input equipment and i'ubllc
Address Amplifiers.

Resinox yields the results skilled

molders want

I

clean, uniform

moldings that please customers

g.

REMLER COMPANY LTD.

and hold business.

2101 Bryant St., San Francisco, Calif.

REMLE -THE RADIO FIRM AS OLD AS RADIO
P.

KEEP IN

TOUCH

WITH

RESINOX
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LANDOHMS

RESIIENIDY4

ARMOURED WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

Molding Resins

WILL LOWER YOUR COSTS

Molding Compounds

OVER SEVEN MILLION IN USE
MAY WE SAMPLE AND QUOTE

Laminating Varnishes

RESINOX CORPORATION

THE MUTER COMPANY
1255

Subsidiary of Commaáal Solvents Corporation end Corn Products Penning Company
New York City
230 Perk A
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U. S. CIVIL SERVICE

examinations:

Senior Engineer
Engineer
Associate Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Applications for the positions of senior engineer, engineer, associate engineer, and assistant
engineer must be on file with the U. S. Civil
Service Commission at Washington, D. C., not
later than September 28. 1933.
The examinations are to fill vacancies occurring in the Federal classified service throughout the United States.
The entrance salaries range from $2.600 to
$5,400 a year, less a deduction of not to exceed 15 per cent as a measure of economy and a
retirement deduction of 3¡ per cent.
Optional branches are aeronautical, agricultural, civil, construction, electrical, heating and
ventilating, highway, mechanical, mining, radio,
structural, and telephone engineering.
Competitors will not be required to report
for a written examination, but will be rated on
their education and experience.
Applicants must have had certain specified
education and experience in engineering.
Full information may be. obtained from the
Secretary of the United States Civil Service
Board of Examiners at the post office or custom
house in any city, or from the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

WANTED
WANTED-Steel mercury vapor pump and oil

backing pump suitable for high vacuum work.
Send deails and price to W-55, Electronics. 520
No. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ill.

electron
tube equipment
New-Reconditioned and "As Is"
Used equipment

Michigan Ave., Chicago

.11lIIIIIIIIII111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111I1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIanIIIIlII11l11II IIIIIIIIII11IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllli7

SEARCHLIGHT S]ECTION
The United States Civil Service Commission
announces the following -named open competitive

So.

available-Stem. Sealing,

Exhaust, Flare, Basing, and Bead Machines,
Also Air Blowers, Gas Boosters, Spot Welders. Aspirators, Vacuum Pumps and etc.
Buy Direct from the Manufacturer-Be
Assured of Full Balue-Advise Us of Your
Requirements.

ELECTRIC
EIILER
CORPORATION
Manufacturers of

Electron Tube, Neon
Sign and Incandescent Lamp Equipment
756 So. 13th St., Newark, N. J.
HIGH GRADE NEW AND USED

ELECTRON TUBE EQUIPMENT
Write for Bulletin Showing Savings
From 20% to 00%

KAHLE ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Specialists in Equipment and Methods for the
Manufacture of Neon Tubes, Radio Tubes, Incandescent Lamps, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes, etc.

300 Manhattan Ave., Union City, N. J.

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
ELECTRICAL TESTING

LABORATORIES
Characteristics and

Life Tests of Vacuum Tubes
Tests of photocells, glow lamps, crater lamps
Tests of electronic and optical devices.

80th Street and East End Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Phone: Butterfield 8-2600

JENKINS & ADAIR, INC.
Engineers
Designers, developers, and manufacturers
of accessories and essentials for recording.
broadcasting and testing at sound frequencies.
3333 Belmont Avenue, Chicago, U. S. A.
Cable Address: Jenkadair Telephone: Keystone 2130

RALPH H. LANGLEY,

E. E.

Licensed Professionel Engineer Fable I1 L
Twenty years' experience in the Development
Design, Production of Radio Transmitters and
Receivers and In Radio Patents and Inventions.
BArclay 7-0898
165 Broadway, New York

WANTED

Megger's in quantity,
0-100 megs, 110 volts,
good condition.
W-54. Electronics,
330 West 42nd St., New York City

ELECTRONICS -Sc/'teulber,1933

Thos. U. White & Associates, Inc.
Electrical development work of all kinds undertaken. Patents arranged and all necessary work
Electrical and
preparatory to manufacturing.
mechanical inventions completed for market. Excellent laboratory facilities and model shop.

128 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.

1î
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with GoatTube-Shields
go to needless expense in chassis design when you
can save all along the line-in material and labor by
using Goat form -fitting TUBE -SHIELDS?
Note the difference in chassis size where GOAT
SHIELDS replace the old-fashioned "can" shields. Tubes
can be spaced closer and in practically any position to
suit the designer's requirements. Components can be
arranged in the most compact manner.

s
////// /

/

ll,,l

«At

showing- size of chassis required for the old-fashioned

ff TO

relative

D

"can" shields.
size

of

the

GOAT TUBE SHIELDS.

same

All of which means direct and indirect savings in cost.
Note the average savings, not only in chassis size, but in

shielding and assembly.
Avail yourself of all these
advantages by asking Goat for complete information.

for samples of the new GOAT TUBE -SHIELDS with
"chimney" top-provides complete shielding around the top cap.
Ask

chassis

equipped

with

Cost Sheet
savings with
GOAT
TUBE -SHIELDS
Shields...10% to 25%

GOAT RADIO TUBE PARTS, Inc.
314 Dean

Chassis.... up to 10%
Cabinet.... up to 10%
Mounting Shields
10% to 50%

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
AND OSCILLOGRAPHS
The most complete line of cathode ray
tubes and oscillograph equipment Aver
offered is available thru the research
work of this laboratory. Nine standardized cathode ray tube types and
three types of cathode ray oscillographs
provide a wide choice for individual

proved amplifier especially designed for
use in connection with cathode ray
tubes has recently been announced.
This amplifier consisting of three
stages of resistance coupled amplification has a voltage gain of 500 and a
useful range of from 10 to 500,000
requirements.
'cycles per second without distortion or
appreciable
phase shift.
Also available are accessory equipment
such as deflection coils, "quick return"
We are prepared to make up special
mercury vapor discharge tubes. and
tubes if necessary for specific problems
adapters enabling our tubes to be inas well as the equipment to operate
terchanged with other types. An imthem.
Write for list of new bulletins which are now available.

ALLEN

B.

DU MONT LABORATORIES, Upper Montclair, N. J.

ZELMET
EXACTLY

THE

MOLYBDENUM

GRID WIRE

When you specify ELMET you get the best because we control its production from the ore to the finished product. Special purity of metal is
made possible through an exclusive patented evaporation method of
extracting the Molybdenum Trioxide from the ore.

STRETC N

YOU

Among other advantages ELMET gives you the exact percentage of stretch that you order - up to 25% - throughout the extra long lengths in which it is available.

ORDER

-

For better grids follow the lead of the leaders
make ELMET a standard specification.
Prices and complete information

on request.

Write today to Dept. E-9.

AMERICAN ELECTRO METAL CORP.
18
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AGASTAT

A NEW TIME DELAY RELAY
Wide Range-Adjustable-Compact-Immediate Recycling
Power Tube Switching
General Automatic Timing
of Electrical and Mechanical
Processes
Thyratron Switching
Remote Control and Power
Switching

Telephone and Telegraph

Photo-switch Time Delay
Cathode Ray and Special Tube
Control Switching.
Machine and Elevator Control

Principle-The timing unit, being hermetically sealed and compensated, is unaffected by dust, temperature or humidity changes.
The timing period is not affected by fluctuations of voltage. The
design of the timing head is based on twenty-five years of experience
in the manufacture of diaphragm. type timing devices for marine
lighthouses. A volume of inert gas is confined in the timing head
by two special diaphragms. These diaphragms are made from the
same type of special leather that has been used so successfully in
AGA flashing marine lighthouses. These marine lighthouses, flashing more than ten million times per year for many years, accurately
maintain the period of light and dark in accordance with a predetetlmined getting. The conditions under which these unattended
lighthouses operate are very severe and range from the humid heat
of the Tropics to the intense cold of the Arctic. The reliability of
AGA diaphragm operated devices is known all over the world.
Write for Bulletin with Technical
Details and Design Information
Size 51/4 in. high x 25/a

RA

in. sq.

AMERICAN GAS ACCUMULATOR COMPANY
NEW JERSEY

ELIZABETH

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every
care is taken to make it accurate but Electronics assumes no
responsibility for errors or omissions.
4
12 Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R
Acheson Oildag Co.
14 McGraw-Hill Book Co. ...14-16
Acme Wire Co.
12
20 Mica Insulator Co.
Allen-Bradley Co.
17
Muter Co.
American Gas Accumulator
13-19 Remler Co., Ltd.
Co.
17
American Electro Metal
17
Resinox Corp.
18 Revelation Patent Holding
Corp.
American Transformer Co. 10
11
Co.
Victor
Co.,
Inc.
RCA
15
Cannon Elec. Dev. Co.
Back Cover
6
Clarostat Mfg. Co.
13 Shakeproof Lock Washer
Continental Carbon, Inc.
12
Company
10
Cornell-Dubilier Corp.
15
Shallcross Mfg. Co.
9 Stackpole Carbon Co.
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Two Critical Life Tests
that "double check"
(!)

SPARK PLUG RESISTOR.

(le0

Type W Suppressor

Type

X

Suppressor

(Eimmrm
Type

Y

Suppressor

Type Z Suppressor

Allen-Bradley Suppressors
The Allen-Bradley rodio laboratories
conduct two types of life tests. One test
is the "road test" in which a large group
of spark plug resistors are operated on
motor cars continuously under all conditions of service and weather.
To "double check" the road tests, continuous life tests are made on hundreds
of spark plug resistors day after day,
week after week, with the test equipment illustrated below. Under conditions
equivalent to motor speed of 50 miles
per hour, these resistors are tested at
various ambient temperatures and battery voltages. No road trial is moro
severe than this exacting ordeal.
These long and critical tests have enabled Allen-Bradley engineers to produce spark plug resistors that-

2-Do

not "drop" in resistance and fail
suppressors.
3-Do not have a "high voltage characteristic" which sharply decreases the
suppressor resistance during each
,spark discharge and thus defeats
the purpose of the suppressor.
4-Do not fail from exposure to oil
and water.
5-Do not break due to car or engine
vibration. The resistors are enclosed
in rugged, non -arcing bakelite casings-not in brittle ceramic material.
c,s

The superiority of Allen-Bradley Spark
Plug Res'stors can be easily demon-

strated. Our engineers will gladly supply
data and performance curves on resistors
for your requirements. Write us today.

1-Do

not "open circuit" in service and
cripple the engine.

20
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Allen-Bradley Co.
Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee,Wis.
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A large capacity for producing the fundamental sheets, tubes and rods of phenolic
laminated insulating material, and a very

complete and diversified equipment for
machining it, places Formica in a position
to handle large or small orders for insulating parts accurately and rapidly.
Good service on a high grade uniform material has enabled Formica to serve leading
users of insulating material for many years.

Perhaps we can also be of help to you.
THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4638 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, O.

0RMICA
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(Y/.1/.ill A /I .1T/U.A ON Tllti III.AL' 'Che S'tinsen Junior cabin
i, pinne used for testing unti demonstrating l(CA V ictur aircraft equipment.

ILI MO
a

RC.A

world's largest manufacturers
of radio communication systems
y

VIÇToR

tràmark has
of relble radio

The RCA

long been the
equipment and

symbol
communication."
Today, the RtA Victor Company, Inc.,
offers the most efficient and economical
equipment for aviation communication
-light and com act transmitters and receivers for planes and as powerful equipment as may be iequired at the
airports is now supplied by the

LiGA

same company which has taken the leadership in all the other branches of the Radio

Industry.
In addition to the fine line of standard
radio receivers and transmitters specially
designed for planes, RCA Victor is prepared
to build any type equipment to order.
Get full details from RCA Victor Company, Inc., Aviation Radio Section,
Camden, N. J., U.S.A.

Victor Co., Inc.
Aviation Radio Section

"RADIO HOADQUARTERS"
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